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0. INTRODUCTION 
LET A4 be a homology 3-sphere and R(M) be the space consisting of the conjugacy classes of 
SU(2) representations of the fundamental group x1(M). In this paper we study the Floer 
homology group [l l] I*(M) in the case when R(M) is of positive dimension. Such 
a situation occurs naturally in the case when M is a connected sum of two homology 
3-spheres. 
The Floer homology group is defined by making use of Morse theory on an infinite- 
dimensional space (of Gauge equivalence classes of connections). The “Morse function” is 
the Chern-Simons functional. The set R(M) is the set of critical points of this functional. 
The Chern-Simons functional is a Morse function if R(M) is discrete and its Hessian is 
nondegenerate. (In our infinite-dimensional situation the latter is equivalent o the vanish- 
ing of an appropriate first cohomology group.) In that case Floer homology is given by 
counting “tunnel numbers” between two flat connections. 
There is a generalization of Morse theory by Bott [4], etc., to the case when the critical 
point set is a smooth submanifold and the Hessian on the normal bundle is nondegenerate. 
In this paper we are concerned with an infinite-dimensional version of this case. 
Floer’s definition of Floer homology is based on Witten’s interpretation [26] of Morse 
theory. Hence, our first task is to modify Witten’s work to Bott’s situation. In the 
finite-dimensional case, the analytic counterpart of Witten’s work is generalized by Bismut 
[3] to Bott’s situation. That is, Bismut proved Morse inequality using Witten’s idea. But, for 
our purpose, we need more. Namely, we need to find the homology groups of the manifold 
using a Bott-Morse function. Our result is the following: 
THEOREM 1.2. Let X be aJinite-dimensional manifold and f be a Morse function on it in 
Bott’s sense. We also assume that f is weakly self-indexing. Then there exists a spectral 
sequence E,*, such that 
EC * Hi+j(X; 2) (1.2.1) 
Ei’j E Hj(Ri; Z). (1.2.2) 
Here R = ULRk is an appropriate decomposition of the critical point set R (see Sect- 
ion 1 for the precise assumption). 
Theorem 1.2 in the finite-dimensional case might be a folk theorem in the sense that 
most of the specialists know how to prove it once the statement is given. But we prove it in 
this paper since we choose the proof which can be generalized to infinite-dimensional case 
directly. 
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Our next task is to generalize the result to the infinite-dimensional case. One can use the 
same topological machinery as in the finite-dimensional case. But one needs various 
analytic results to justify the argument. 
The analysis one needs is the study of anti-self-dual connections on an open 4-manifold 
with product end. In Floer’s and Taubes’ work, one also needs to study this. The essential 
difference between our case and their case is that our boundary condition is degenerate. 
Namely, the boundary condition we put is that the anti-self-dual connection is asymptotic 
to a flat connection belonging to a given connected component of R(M). In other words, 
we study the case when the boundary condition can move. This case is discussed in 
Mrowka’s Ph.D thesis [20] (see also [25]). His result (after minor modification) can be 
applied to our case. So we basically follow his method but we need to add some additional 
results. For example, the perturbation, transversality, decay estimate, and precise argu- 
ments for compactification of moduli spaces of ASD connections. Based on these analyses 
we will prove: 
THEOREM 2.2. Let M satisfy Assumption 2.1. Then R(M) is divided into Ri(M), iE Z and 
there exists a spectral sequence Et, such that 
E$ * Zi+j(M) (2.2.1) 
Eh z Hj(Ri; Z). (2.2.2) 
Roughly speaking, Assumption 2.1 means that Chern-Simons functional is a Bott- 
Morse function and is weakly self-indexing. 
We point out that this assumption is satisfied in various situation, besides the case of 
connected sum (which is the case we are concerned with mainly in this paper). For example, 
a Seifert homology sphere satisfies this assumption. The author expects that Theorem 2.2 is 
useful to calculate relative Donaldson polynomials for 4-manifolds with Seifert homology 
sphere boundaries. 
The construction of the differentials in Theorem 2.2 has a significant similarity to the 
construction of correspondence of cycles in algebraic geometry. In fact, in some case, the 
relative Donaldson polynomial should be regarded as correspondence of cycles in an 
algebraic variety, which is a moduli space of stable bundles. 
Now, let M be a connected sum of two homology spheres M,, Ma. Let C,(M,), C,(M,) 
be the chain complexes used to define their Floer homologies. Our main result of this 
paper is: 
THEOREM 0.0. There exists a spectral sequence Et, such that 
Eg jHi+j(M; 2) 
for j # 0. 
E$ z Hi(C*(M,) 0 C*(Ml); Hj(SO(3); Z)) 
There exists a long exact sequence 
+ Ii 0 Ii + EZI -+ Hi(C*(M,) @ C*(Mz); Z) 
(0.0.1) 
(0.0.2) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (0.0.3) 
The differential of the spectral sequence in Theorem 0.0 and the homomorphism 
Hi(C*(M,) 0 C, (Mz); Z) + li- ,(M,) 0 Ii- 1 (Mz) in (0.0.3) is described in terms of moduli 
spaces on MI, Mz only (that is without using information on the moduli space of M). The 
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rough description of these are as follows (see Sections 4 and 5 for precise results). For 
simplicity, we describe the case of rational coefficient. Then the nontrivial maps in question 
are 
and 
a,,(: @ zk(M1;Q)or/(M,;Q)~li-,(M,;Q)oli-1(M2;Q) 
k+t=i 
a4,i:OZ,-j+,(M,;Q)oZj(M~;Q)~Kera,,iOCoKera,,i+l. 
(0.1) 
(0.2) 
The first map is closely related to a map 4: I1 (Mi) + 2 defined in [9, 143. Namely, it is 
given by 
ai,i([a] 0 [bl) = q(a) 0 b + a 0 q(b). 
The map q:Z1 (Mi) + 2 is defined roughly as 
Here f& is the trivial connection, and &?(a, 0,) is the moduli space of ASD connections on 
M x R with boundary conditions a? tlO. The other notations are explained in Section 2. We 
remark that if q:Z, (Ml) -+ Zvanishes, then Donaldson’s theorem [6] can be generalized to 
4-manifold which bounds M (see [9, 141 and Folk theorem 5.3 in this paper). 
To describe the differential a4,i we need to introduce the monodoromy map hi. Fix 
a base point p0 on Mi and let di = p. x R be a curve in Mi x R. The map 
hi:&(a, b) + SO(3) 
is the holonomy map along this curve. The second component of the differential ad, i is given 
by taking a degree of the map. The first component is similar to 8l.i. (Roughly speaking its 
dual; see Sections 4 and 5 for precise result.) 
The case when the coefficient is Z can be discussed in a similar way. But this case is more 
complicated because of the presence of Z2-torsion in the homology group of SO(3). 
The spectral sequence in Theorem 0.0 is obtained by applying Theorem 2.2. Let us 
suppose that the Chern-Simons functional is a Morse function for Ml and M2. Then, the 
Chern-Simons functional of Ml # M2 is a Bott-Morse function and its critical submanifold 
is a union of components diffeomorphic either to SO(3) or a point. Here the component 
diffeomorphic to SO (3) corresponds to the connected sum a # b of irreducible connections 
a and b on Ml and M2 and the components diffeomorphic to a point corresponds to a # ~9, 
8 #b, or 8 # 8 where 0 is the trivial connection and a and b are connections on Ml and M2. 
Thus, the El term of the spectral sequence is obtained. 
To determine the first differentials of the spectral sequence in Theorem 0.0 we proceed in 
the following way. First, as we will discuss in Section 1, the spectral sequence of Theorem 2.2 
is obtained by using moduli space A(&, Rj) of gradient lines with boundary value in Ri, Rj 
(connected component of critical submanifold) and maps dl(Ri, Rj) -+ Ri x Rj. In our case 
Ri, Rj is either SO(3) or a point. 
We construct another spectral sequence using moduli spaces J((a, a’), A(b,b’) of 
gradient lines in Ml and M2 and the monodromy map hi. Namely, we consider space 
(&!(a, a’) x A(b, b)) R SO(3) and using hi define a map (&(a, a’) x A(b, b)) 2 SO (3) + 
SO(3) x SO(3). Here we regard the first factor of SO(3) x SO(3) as a critical submanifold 
corresponding to a # b and the second factor to the one corresponding to a# b’. The 
construction of these spaces a priori is not related to the connected sum, that is the 
construction is done purely in terms of the moduli spaces of M 1 and M2. Using these spaces 
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we construct he spectral sequence and can prove that the &-term of this spectral sequence 
is given as in Theorem 0.0 and the description above. 
So the final step of the proof is to show that these two spectral sequences give the same 
homology group. We prove it by a cobordism argument. Namely, we regard the connected 
sum as a O-dimensional surgery and use the 4-manifold N which is a trace of the surgery. 
(The boundary of N is a disjoint union of M 1 # M2, Ml and M,.) We consider the moduli 
space of ASD connections on this space. The end of this moduli space is described by the 
moduli spaces of ASD connections on Ml # M2 x R, Mi x R and N. We also define 
a monodoromy map similar to hi on the space of connections on N: this monodoromy map 
is related to hi at the end of the moduli space. Using them we can construct chain 
homomorphisms between two spectral sequences (one is obtained from N and the other 
from - N). To show that these chain maps give isomorphism on homology we consider the 
two 4-manifolds obtained by patching N and - N along Ml # M2 or Ml u MZ. The 
former is diffeomorphic to (M 1 x R) # (M, x R). (Here # is the connected sum between two 
4-manifolds; see Fig. 4.) Thus, the moduli space of ASD connections is easily described in 
terms of moduli spaces for M, x R and M, x R. If we patch N and - N along Ml u M2 
and perform one-dimensional surgery along an appropriate loop 8, we obtain Ml # M2 x R 
(see Fig. 5). The holonomy map on the moduli spaces of connections on N and - N are 
related to the holonomy along the loop e. Thus, we need to know the behavior of the moduli 
space of ASD connections when one-dimensional surgery is done. Roughly speaking, the 
answer is that the moduli space of ASD connections after surgery is diffeomorphic to the set 
of the moduli space of ASD connections on the space before surgery whose holonomy along 
/ vanishes. Using these descriptions one can prove that the two spectral sequences coincide 
with each other. 
Using Kronheimer’s unpublished result we can calculate the boundary operator over 
rational coefficient in case Mi is the Poincare homology sphere. (There are two cases 
according to the orientations of Mi; see Section 5 for a statement of the result.) In particular, 
in the case when the orientations of two Poincare homology 3-spheres do not coincide with 
each other, we prove that the Floer homology of their connected sum over Q vanishes. We 
also point out that Theorem 0.0 may give examples of homology 3-spheres which have 
a 2-torsion in Floer homology. The author does not know an example with odd torsion. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. The paper is divided into two parts. In Part 
I we give topological or geometric arguments assuming some lemmas. The proof of our 
results is completed there modulo analysis. Those analytic lemmas are proved in Part II. 
Sections 1 and 2 are devoted to the proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 2.2, respectively. Sections 
3 and 4 are devoted to the proof of Theorem 0.0. In Section 3, we construct the spectral 
sequence. In Section 4 it is proved that the spectral sequence converges to the Floer 
homology of the connected sum. In Section 5 we calculate the case of connected sum of 
Poincare homology spheres. Also we demonstrate xplicit description of the differentials 
over rational coefficient. Sections 6-9 are devoted to the proof of lemma from analysis. The 
argument is basically the combination of various techniques developed already in Gauge 
theory. We caii, however, the attention of the reader to Lemma 4.5, which is proved in 
Section 9. This lemma describes a behavior of the moduli space under l-dimensional 
surgery of 4-manifold, and might be of independent interest. 
Since a part of the ideas of this paper came from Prof. A. Floer, the author would like to 
record here which part belongs to Floer. The author had a short discussion with Floer in 
August 1990 (just after ICM Kyoto). At that time, answering to the author’s question, Floer 
mentioned an exact sequence which gives the Floer homology of the connected sum. The 
boundary map of the exact sequence is the map (0.2). The author’s impression at that time 
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was that Floer basically knew the answer and would complete the proof and publish it in 
the near future. But a subsequent tragedy made it impossible for him to do so. Therefore, 
after that the author tried to remember what Floer told him and to complete the proof (and 
the statement). Then the author found that one also needs another boundary map (0.1) and 
spectral sequence. He also worked out the necessary analytic tools used in the proof. The 
author does not know how much Floer knew on the topic of this paper. 
The construction of the spectral sequence in this paper has sigmticant resemblance to 
a construction used in [2] to construct equivariant Floer theory. The author is inspired by 
it. (Their discussion uses rational coefficients, but the author feels that by combining the 
technique of this paper, one can argue over the integers for their purpose also.) 
After the first version of this paper was completed the author received a preprint [18] 
which studies similar problem as our Theorem 0.0. Li’s method is quite different from ours. 
Our Theorem 0.0, combined with Taubes’ result [25], implies in particular a connected sum 
formula for Casson invariant as already shown by Nakamura [21]. 
PART I: TOPOLOGY 
1. THE CASE OF FINITE-DIMENSIONAL MANIFOLD 
Let X be an oriented closed manifold of finite dimension, andf: X --f R be a function on 
it. We put 
R(X,f) = {XEXIdf(X) = O}. 
We omit X, fand write R, so that no confusion can occur. In this section, we work under 
the following assumptions. 
Assumptions 1.1. 
(1.1.1) R(f, X) is smooth submanifold. 
(1.1.2) The restriction of the Hessian, Hess,f; to the normal bundle N,R(X, f) is 
nondegenerate for each x E R (X, f). 
(1.1.3) The Morse function f is weakly self-indexing. 
The property f is weakly self-indexing will be defined later (this property is due to 
Austin-Braam [ 11). 
For XE R we denote by p(x) the number of negative eigenvalues of Hess, 1: By 
Assumption 1.1.2 this number is constant on each connected component of R. We put 
Rk = {x~RI/.i(x)=k}. 
RI, is a union of connected components of R. In this section we prove the following. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let X, f, satisfy Assumption 1.1. Then there exists a spectral sequence 
E,*, such that 
Ed j Hi+j(X; Z) (1.2.1) 
Eh z Hj(Ri; Z). (1.2.2) 
Example 1.3. Suppose that R is discrete. In this case, Ei is trivial unlessj = 0. Hence, the 
spectral sequence is degenerate at Ez-level and reduces to a chain complex (C,,a) where 
Ck is the free abelian group on the base of elements of Rk. This is the chain complex 
discussed by Witten [26]. 
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Example 1.4. Let a:X + Y be a fiber bundle. Choose a Morse functionJon Y and put 
f = fo K. This function f satisfies our Assumption 1.1. Hence, we have a spectral sequence 
converging to H, (X; 2). In this case, we can calculate the E ‘-term of this spectral sequence 
and find that this spectral sequence coincides with Leray-Serre spectral sequence. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. To prove Theorem 1.2, we choose a Riemannian metric g on 
X and put 
x = - grad f: 
We consider the differential equation 
g = XV(O) (1.5) 
and define 
i 
8 satisfies (1.5) 
&j,k)= G:R+X t-r-_, lim e(t) converges to an element of Rj 
lim e(t) converges to an element of Rk. 
t*+m 
On _&( j, k), the group R acts by e(t) ~/(t + to). By A( j, k) we denote the quotient of 
_,&?( j, k) by this action. 
Let 4, be the one-parameter group of transformations associated with x. We remark that 
lim &(t) converges to an element of Rj 
lim $+(t) converges to an element of Rk. 
and 
d(j, k) = d(j, k)l- 
where 
x-y G 34,(x) = y. 
Let .&(cc, k) be the union of all J( j, k), j EZ. We define A( j, - co) in a similar way (we 
regard them as subsets of X). We choose a sufficiently small neighborhood of R and let U be 
the complement of this set. Let C”(U) to be set of all smooth functions with compact 
support on U. We put the C”-topology on it. In the next lemma we write d( j, k)(f), etc., 
to show explicitly that they are associated tof: 
LEMMA 1.6. There exists a residual subset of Cm(U) such that if #J is contained in this 
subset then the two submanifolds &?(a~, k)(f+ 4) and &?(k, - a)(f+ 4) are transversal to 
each other. 
From now on we say thatfis generic iffis replaced byf + 4 where 4 
a residual subset of Cm (U). 
is an element of 
In case when R is discrete, this lemma is a well-known result, that is for a generic 
function, the gradient flow is Morse-Smale (see, for example, [19] for the proof in this case). 
The proof of Lemma 1.6 is exactly the same as that case and is omitted. Lemma 1.6 implies: 
LEMMA 1.7. For a generic function f we have 
dim &?( j, k) = j - k + dim Rj. 
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We now define the property we used in Definition 1.1. 
DeJnition 1.8. We say that f is weakly self-indexing if .&( j, k) is empty for each j, k with 
j < k. 
Remark 1.9. Since the dimension of the connected components of the submanifold 
Rj may be different o each other, we should state Lemma 1.7 as follows. For each connected 
component of Ri we have a union of connected components of _#?( j, k) corresponding to it. 
Then Lemma 1.7 holds for those components. Hereafter we omit these kinds of remarks so 
that no confusion can occur. 
WedefineKIj,k:A?(j,k)+Ri,ll;.,:_A(j,k)-+R, by 
II;,,([e]) = lim l(t) 
*---a, 
llj,k([KJ) = lim e(t). 
r-+cO 
For generic f these maps are smooth. 
LEMMA 1.10. For genericf, the two maps lTI& and II!,, are transversal to each other. 
We omit the proof of this lemma since we will give a proof of the infinite-dimensional 
version in Part II and since, in the finite-dimensional case, the proof of the lemma is nothing 
more than a standard argument. 
Next we put 
qA(j,k)=A(j,k)u u A(j, iI)+,,... x,8nA(i,, 4. 
j>il>...>i,>k 
Here we put 
A(j,i,)+,, A(&,k)= 
i 
(x,y)E~(j,i,)x~(i,,k)I~(x)= h(y) 
j.ii il ,j 
In a way similar to Lemma 1.10, we can prove that the two maps 
ir :~(j,il)x~,l~~~XR,m_ lA(i,-~,i,)-+Rin 
j,ig,..., i, 
and 
fi :~(int9i,+l)XR,m+ ,I...XRinA(i,,k)-‘Ri. 
i,,.. .i,,k 
are transversal to each other, for generic5 
LEMMA 1.11. For generic f, the set %?A( j, k) has a structure of compact smooth manifold 
with corners such that 
Int%A!( j, k) = A!(j, k) (1.11.1) 
a%?.&( j, k) = u A( j, i) xR, &(i, k). (1.11.2) 
j>iZk 
We omit the proof of Lemma 1.11 for the same reason as Lemma 1.10. 
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Now we explain the idea of the construction of the differentials in the spectral sequence 
in Theorem 1.2. Roughly speaking, we are to construct the maps 
ak:Hj(Ri; 2) ~ Hj+k_ 1 (Ri-k; Z). 
One might be able to define this map by 
Here by PD we denote the Poincare dual. In chain level this map is represented by 
r / / \ -1 
(1.12) 
(1.13) 
Using Lemma 1.7, the reader can verify easily that this map sends chains to one of the 
appropriate dimensions in case suitable transversality condition is satisfied for u. But in fact, 
formula (1.12) does not make sense since the space %‘A( j, k) has a (codimension one) 
boundary. This is quite natural since the differential dk cannot be defined on Hj(Ri; Z), but 
only on its subquotient. Thus, we have to perform the construction in chain level and justify 
formula (1.12). For this purpose we need some notations. 
Dejiinition 1.14 (cf. Gromov [ 151). A finite simplicial complex P is said to be an abstract 
geometric hain of dimension n if: 
(1.14.1) There is a subspace Preg which is an oriented manifold of dimension n with 
boundary, i?P,,, . 
(1.14.2) We put P, = P - Preg. Then P, is a subcomplex of P. 
(1.14.3) dim P, I n - 2. 
(1.14.4) We put dP = dP,,,. Then, dimP, n dP I n - 3. 
For a smooth manifold X, a pair (P, f) of an abstract geometric hain P and a continu- 
ous map f: P --) X is said to be a geometric hain of X if f is piecewise smooth and the 
restrictions of S to Preg and dP,,, are smooth. 
Let C:(X) be the set of all geometric hains on X. We consider a free abelian group over 
a basis of all geometric chains. We divide it by the relation 
(P, f) + (P’, f’) = (P u P’, fuf’) 
- (P, f) = (- P, f). 
Let C:(X) be the quotient. Here P u P’ is the disjoint union and - P is the same complex 
with the opposite orientation on Preg. We define 8: C/(X) + C!_ 1 (X) by cY(P, f) = (8P, f). 
It is easy to see &? = 0. 
Now we remark that if d(P, f) = 0, then its fundamental class in H,(X; R) is well 
defined. Therefore, the proof of the following lemma is fairly standard. 
LEMMA 1.15. 
H*(C,B(X); a) E H*(X; Z). 
Next we remark that formula (1.13) makes sense only if the chain u there satisfies ome 
transversality conditions. So we will consider “generic” geometric hains. Let Yi ,. . ., Y, be 
a family of smooth manifolds and gi: Yi + X be smooth maps. 
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Dejiinition 1.16. A geometric chain (P, f) of X is said to be transversal to 
((Y,,sl),...,(Y,,gq)) if 
(1.16.1) the restriction off to Preg is transversal to gi, 
(1.16.2) the restriction off to aP,,, is transversal to gi, 
(1.16.3) the restriction off to each simplex of P is transversal to gi. 
Let C/‘(X) be the set of all transversal geometric n chains of X. Note that C:‘(X) is 
a subcomplex of C:(X). 
LEMMA 1.17. 
H*(C,B’(X); a) r H*(X; 2). 
For the proof we first remark the following. 
SUBLEMMA 1.18. Let N be a manifold, U an open subset and f: N + X a smooth map. 
Suppose that N - U is compact and that the restriction off to U is transversal to gi. Then for 
arbitrary Ek there exists fE such that 
(1.18.1) f =f, on U, 
(1.18.2) f is transversal to gi, 
(1.18.3) 1 f-_&k < Ek. 
The proof is a standard transversality argument and is omitted. We remark here that it 
is unnecessary to perturb gi to make them transversal tof: In other words, it is enough to 
perturb one of the maps. 
Using Sublemma 1.18, we can prove Lemma 1.17 by perturbing the map f inductively. 
Since the argument is a straightforward generalization of the proof of the usual transversal- 
ity theorem, we omit the details. 
Now we are in the position to construct he maps of formula (1.13). We put X = Rj and 
take &(j,j - k) ,..., A(j, iI) XR,,“’ XR,” A?(i,,j - k) as Yi. The maps gi are II;,,. Let 
(I’, f) E C/‘(Rj). Then the fiber product 
P’=Px,,A(j,j--k) 
is an abstract geometric chain of dimension n + k - 1. There is an induced map 
P’+&(j,j - k). Letf’:P’+ Rj-k be the composition ofthismapand nj,j_k. It is easy to 
see that 
(P’,f’)EC%-l(Rj-k). 
We define 
ak 1 C$(Rj) + C$+- 1 (Rj-k) 
by &(P, f) = (P’, f’). We define 
where 13 is the usual boundary 
consequence of Lemma 1.11. 
LEMMA 1.19. 
a, = (- l)“+Q, 
operator. Up to sign the following is an immediate 
E a,a,_,=o. 
m=O 
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Proof: First we fix our sign convention. For an abstract geometric hain P, we define an 
orientation of 8P such that 
R 0 T,(aP) z T,(P) 
is an isomorphism of oriented vector spaces. Let Y1 -+ R, Y, --t R be two smooth maps 
transversal to each other. Assume that Yi and R are oriented. Then we define an orientation 
on the fiber product Y1 xR Y, such that 
(- 1) dimR’dimY2 TC,,,,(YI XR Y,) @ T,R r TX Y1 @ Ty Y2 
is an isomorphism of oriented vector spaces. The factor (- l)dimR’dimY2 may look strange at 
first sight. But it is easy to see that this factor is necessary to make the diffeomorphism 
(YI xR, y2) xR> y3 s y, xR, ( y2 XR~ y3) 
compatible with orientation. Combining these two conventions we define orientations on 
&!(i, j) as follows. For simplicity, we assume that RO is one point and that A(Ro, j) is 
nonempty for each j. (The technique one uses to remove them is the same as in the case of 
[ll] and is omitted.) We choose an (arbitrary) orientation on each A(Ro, j) and on Rj. 
Then we define an orientation on _U(i, j) such that 
R @ T,A(R,, i) 0 T,A(i, j) @ T,Ri z (- l)dimR1’(i-j)TzA(R~, j) 
is an isomorphism of oriented vector spaces. (Note that the sign factor on 
side is equal to ( - 1) dimRi(dimR1+i-j-l).) Now we verify the following. 
SUBLEMMA 1.20. 
aJZ(Ri, Rj) = (- l)i+dimR4 u J(i, k) XR~ A’(k, j). 
k 
Proof: Using Lemma 1.11 we have to only verify that the orientations 
Let E be the sign such that 
dA(Ri, Rj) = E U A(i, k) XRa A(k, j). 
k 
Let RI = R2 = R. Then by our sign convention, we have 
RI Q R2 @ TA(Ro, i) @ TA(i, k) @ T&(k, j) @ TRi @ TR,, 
the right hand 
are consistent. 
z (_ l)dimR,(i-k)+(k+j+l+dimRk)(dimR,)RIOT~(Ro,k)Q TA(k,j)Q TRY 
z (_ l)dimR,(i-j-l)+dimRx(k-j)+dimR,dimRh T~(R,,j). 
On the other hand, 
Rr 0 Rz 0 T=A(Ro, i) @ TA(i, k) 0 TA(k, j) @ TRi @ TRk 
1 E(- l)i+dimRldimRx+dimRI,(k-j)Rz 0 Td(R,,, i)@ TA(i,j)@ TRY 
z ,_(_ l)i+dimR,dimRx+(k-j)dimRk+dimR,(i-j)T&(R,,j). 
The lemma follows by comparing these two formulas. 
SUBLEMMA 1.21. Let PI, P2, be abstract geometric chains andfi:P, --t R be smooth maps 
transversal to each other. Then we have 
a(P1 XRPZ) = 8P, XR Pz + (- l)dim’+dimRPl XR aP,. 
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Proof. The proof up to sign is obvious. One can verify the sign in a way similar to the 
proof of Sublemma 1.21. The proof is omitted. 
Now we are in the position to complete the proof of Lemma 1.18. Let (P, f)~ C~(Ri). 
Then we have 
a(p XR, &(i,j)) = aP XR, &!(i, j) + (- l)n+dimR’PXR, &#(i, j) 
= aPxR, &(i, j) + (- l)““cP XR, Jhf(i, k) x& A&j). 
k 
The lemma follows immediately. 
Now we define a chain complex (d,(X, f), a^) as follows: 
C*(X, f) = ~C~‘_fn(kJ 
IEZ 
a^= @a,. 
Lemma 1.19 implies that 221 = 0. 
LEMMA 1.22. H, (C, (X, f); a) is independent off (satisfying Assumption 1.1). 
We omit the proof of this lemma since we will prove its infinite-dimensional version in 
the next section. 
Lemma 1.20 implies, in particular, that H, (6, (X, f); 8) for any f is isomorphic to that 
obtained whenfis a Morse function (that is when R is discrete). In that case, it is classical 
that this homology group coincides with the homology of X. Thus, we have: 
LEMMA 1.22. 
H* (6, (X, f); 3 1 E H, (X; Z). 
Now we are in a position to complete the proof of Theorem 1.2. By the definition there is 
a stratification of our complex (C,(X, f), a); namely, we put 
Fk@ntX, f)) = @ GLVL). 
m<k 
It is easy to see that Fk(C,(X, f)) is a subcomplex. Furthermore, 
8’* (F* (C, (X, f))) 2 (C$(K+J 4. 
Therefore, Theorem 1.2 is a consequence of standard homological algebra and Lemma 1.17. 
2. THE CASE OF FLOER HOMOLOGY 
Our main interest in this paper is not a finite-dimensional case as in the last section but 
is in the case when the manifold X there is replaced by the set of Gauge equivalence classes 
of connections on a homology 3-sphere M. First we define some notations: 
d(M) = (d + ala~lY(M; A’ 0~242))) 
Q(M) = {g:M + SU(2)l C”-maps} 
g(M) = {gES(M)Idegg = O> 
g(M) = &(M)@(M) 
@(M) = d(M)/Q(M) 
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where $(M) acts on d(M) by 
g*(d+u)=g-‘dg+g-‘ug. 
The Chern-Simons functional cs:&(M) + R is defined by 
es(a) = Tr(iaAda + ~UAUAU). 
Here and hereafter, we write a in place of d + a. In the theory of Floer homology [ll, 241, 
we replace X and fin the last section by 8(M) and cs, respectively. In this case, the set of 
critical values, R, in Section 1 corresponds to the set of flat connections. Since we divide it by 
Gauge group 9(M), it is identified to Z times the set 
R+(M) = Hom(nl(M), SU(2))/ w. 
Here a N b means that they are conjugate to each other. We put 
R, (M) = R+(M) x Z G i@(M). For [a] E R, (M), let su(2)” be the flat vector bundle over 
M associated with the composition of the representation a and the adjoint representation. 
In this situation, we can translate Assumption 1.1 as follows. 
Assumption 2.1. 
(2.1.1) R + (M) is a smooth manifold. 
(2.1.2) For each [a] E R + (M) we have 
Tt.] R, (M) g H’(M; ~(2)“). 
(2.1.3) ThemodulispaceA/c,a(V, W)isemptyifr](V)<q(W)orq(V)=q(W), V# W. 
(The notations will be defined later. This condition corresponds to Assumption (1.1.3).) 
Let R(M) be ii + (M) minus the trivial connection, R(M) z R + (M) x Z, and 2 (M) be its 
inverse image in d(M). The purpose of this section is to show the following infinite- 
dimensional version of Theorem 1.2. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let M satisfy Assumption 2.1. Then, 
there exists a spectral sequence EX, such that 
Ej * Ii+ j(X) 
Eb z Hj(Ri; Z). 
Here Z.+(M) stands for the Floer homology of M. 
R(M) is divided into R,(M), iEZund 
(2.2.1) 
(2.2.2) 
To prove Theorem 2.2, we need several analytic results, which we state in this section 
and will prove in Part II. Once they are established the proof goes in exactly the same way 
as Theorem 1.2. 
To state the analytic results we will define some notation. We fix a metric on M and put 
a product metric on M x R. Let E be a vector bundle with fiber metric and u be a section of 
compact support. Using the function e, defined at the beginning of Section 6, we put 
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Let L:,,(M x R; E) be the completion with respect o this norm. We put 
!&‘, = L&(M x R; su(2)) 
R:,6=L:,s(MxR;su(2)@A1(MxR)) 
Of,,= L;,,(MxR;su(2)@A:(MxR)). 
Here A: (M x R) is the vector bundle of self-dual 2-forms on M x R. 
An important observation by Taubes is that the set ~C!(i,j) in Section 1 corresponds to 
the set of anti-self-dual (hereafter denoted by ASD) connections divided by appropriate 
group of Gauge transformations. We next define this moduli space. We put 
%(MxR)={g:MxR-+SU(2)jC”-maps}. 
Let g+,+, be elements of 3(M x R) such that g *, ir = f 1 outside a compact subset. (We 
take 4 elements corresponding to the choice of combinations of f .) We put 
%L,d(M x R) = {gEY(M x R)13uER,qdgexp(- u) = g+ +}. _3_ 
Let Ui, i = 1,2 be open subsets of R(M) for which there are smooth sections i: Ui + k(M). 
For UEU,, bEU2 we let A,,, be a connection on M x R such that A,,b = s(a) on 
Mx(-co, - 11, and &,b = s(b) on M x [l, co). Shrinking Ui if necessary, we can assume 
that A,,, depends smoothly on a, b. We put 
The group 9c+l,s(M x R) acts on Zi9’c,a(U1, U,) by Gauge transformations. Let 
931,a(U1, U,) be the quotient space of this action. It is easy to see that, for tJ{ c Ui, there is 
a canonical inclusion B’,,d(U;, U;) + Bt,6( Ui , U,). Hence, we patch them together to 
obtain 39;c,a( V, IV) for arbitrary subsets V, W of R(M). The translation along second factor 
of M x R induces an R-action on ,cJ~~,~( V, IV). Let @t,a( V, IV) be the quotient. 
We put 
Here FA is the curvature two form and * is the Hodge *-operator on 4-manifold M x R. 
Since JZ~,~(V, W) is independent of 6, /, we omit these suffixes so that no confusion can 
occur. 
Next we mention perturbation. In Section 1 we perturb the gradient vector field by 
choosing a genetic function whose support is disjoint to a small neighborhood of R. But 
since our space in this section is infinite dimensional, taking an arbitrary function on $3(M) 
can cause a problem. In [ 111, Floer uses a family of perturbations introduced by Donaldson 
[7]. We follow their approach. In Part II, we introduce a family of functionsf& on the set of 
Gauge equivalent classes of connections on M x SU(2) such that the support of its members 
are disjoint to i(M). Let Y be the Banach space parametrizing this family of perturbations. 
An element KEY corresponds to a perturbation of the equation *FA = - *FA. Let 
&,(A, B), etc., be the set of the solutions of the perturbed equation 
FA + *FA + grad,, f+ A dt - *grad, f4 = 0. 
Here and hereafter A = a, + b A dt, a, E&(M), and % is a Hodge *-operator on M. 
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THEOREM 2.3. We can divide R(M) into a disjoint union Ri, ieZ, such that A!,r( j, k) is 
a smooth manifold and 
dimM#(j,k)=j-k+dimRj- 1 
for each element 4 of a residual subset of Y. 
Theorem 2.3 is an analogy of Lemma 1.7 and will be proved in Part II. By definition 
there exist maps 
IIik:A?+( j, k) + Rj 
l&:A+(j, k) + Rt 
by taking boundary values at infinity. Then the following analogue of Lemma 1.10 also 
holds. By [ll], all of the moduli spaces A4( j, k) are oriented. 
THEOREM 2.4. For each element 4 in a residual subset of Y, the maps IIik, II;,, are 
smooth. Furthermore, for each i, j, k the two maps 17i,t and II,!, j are transversal to each other. 
We can prove also the following analogue of Lemma 1.10. 
THEOREM 2.5. For each element 4 in a residual subset of Y, the set %?A,( j, k) has 
a structure of compact smooth manifold with corners such that 
Int %?A,( j, k) = Af4( j, k) (2.5.1) 
a&,( j, k) = u A,(j, i) XR, A,(& k). (2.5.2) 
j>i>k 
Using these lemmas we can discuss, in exactly the same way as in Section 1, and can 
construct a spectral sequence satisfying (2.2.2). 
We show that this spectral sequence converges to the Floer homology of M. For this 
purpose we need to consider a perturbation whose support may intersect R(M). It is proved 
in [l l] ([13]) that we can choose 4 E Y’ such that the Conditions 2.6 below holds for 
R’(M) = {xEa(M)Igrad,(cs +f+,) = O}. 
Condition 2.6. 
(2.6.1) R’(M) is discrete. 
(2.6.2) For each [a] E R(M), the operator 
*d, + Hess, f+, 
is invertible. 
We recall that the operator in (2.6.2) is Hessian of cs + f4,. By the definition of Floer 
homology in [ll], there exist p: R(M) -+ 2 and (aa, b) EZ for each [a], [b] with 
p(a) = p(b) + 1, such that the homology of the complex 
C,(M) = @ z[a] 
P(N=k 
a:&(M)-+ C,-,(M), Cal HE <h b) Cbl 
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gives Floer homology. (For example (&I, b) is defined by counting the number of points of 
.M,.(a, b).) Hence, to prove Theorem 2.2, it suffices to show that following. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. 
H, (C, (M); a^) 2 H, (C, (M); a). 
Proof Let &, t E R be a homotopy of functions on S?(M) such that 
lim 4, = 4 
f+-G3 
lim I#+ = 4’. 
1++m 
For QE R(M), we define a(Ri, M) in a way similar to the definition of Z#l,a(j, k). We 
consider the differential equation 
FA + *FA + 
and put 
grad,, f+, A dc - 5 grad,, f+,, = 0, (2.8) 
JZ(Ri, U) = (AEW(Ri, U)lA satisfies (2.8)). 
(We remark here that we did not (and cannot) divide it by the R-action, when we define 
A(Ri, a).) The following results similar to Theorems 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 will be proved in Part II 
and are used to prove Proposition 2.7. 
LEMMA 2.9. For u generic d+, JZ(Ri, a) is a smooth manifold and 
dim A(Ri, U) = i - /A(U) + dim Ri. 
LEMMA 2.10. For a generic & the map l-I{, : A!(Ri, a) + Ri, defined by taking boundary 
value at - CO, is smooth. 
Furthermore, for each i, j and a, the two maps II,!,, IJj”,,. are transversal to each other. 
LEMMA 2.11. For generic & we can find u compuctificution %‘A?+,(Ri, a) Of A!b,(R,, a), 
which has a structure of compact smooth manifold with corners and which has the following 
properties: 
Int qA,(&, 4 = A.+,, (Ri, a), (2.11.1) 
agA+,(Rj, a) = u A,+(Rj, Ri) XR,Ab,(Ri, a) u U-Mb,(Rj, b)XR, M+*(b, 4. (2.11.2) 
j>i>k b 
Now we use these moduli spaces to construct a chain homomorphism 
cp: C,(M) + C,(M). We consider a subcomplex Ci’(Rj)’ of Cfe(Rj) consisting of elements 
(P, f) transversal to II;,.. By Lemma 1.16, the inclusion Cf’(Rj)’ + Cf’(Rj) induces an 
isomorphism on homology. Hence, by abuse of notation, we write Cf’(Rj) in place of 
Cfg(Rj)‘, hereafter. For (P, f)ECfg(Rj), aE R,, with p(a) = i + j = k, we put 
<(Pk(X,f)ru) = #XxRid,(Ri,u). 
Here # is an order counted with sign. We define 
%(x3 f) = c (vk(xp f )? u> [al 
42 
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In a way similar to the last section, we can use Lemma 2.11 to show: 
LEMMA 2.12. 
i cpkanpk + ap, = 0. 
k=l 
By Lemma 2.12, we obtain a chain map 
p = 0 q+&M) + C”(M). 
LEMMA 2.13. Up to chain homotopy, the map cp is independent of the choice of the 
homotopy $Q. 
The proof of Lemma 2.13 is a combination of the ideas we have already discussed and of 
a similar lemma used in the proof of well-definedness of Floer homology (see [13, Lemma 
13.181). We omit the proof. Next we choose a homotopy 4; from 4’ to 4, and define 
&!(a, Ri) in a similar way. Then we can define a chain map 
cp’ = @ cp;: C”(M) + 6,(M). 
Up to chain homotopy, this map is independent of the choice of 4;. 
Finally, we shall prove cp’rp and (p(p’ are chain map homotopic to identity. For this 
purpose, we first take a smooth function x: R + [0, l] such that 
x(r) = 
i 
0 ift<-1 
1 ift>l. 
Take a sufficiently large positive number T and put 
4;’ = (1 - x(r))4,+T + X(t)&-T. 
Then using a dilferential equation 
FA + *FA + grad,, f+,;, A dt - * grad,, f+,;, = 0 
we define moduli space A(Ri, Rj)’ for sufficiently large T. (The transversality conditions we 
need are satisfied automatically in that case.) We remark that we did not divide by the 
R-action. Using them we define a chain map 
cp”: d”(M) + 6,(M). 
Then we can prove that this map is chain homotopy equivalence in the case when 
r#$ E 4. (The proof is similar to one of Lemma 2.13.) Furthermore, we can prove that 
for sufficiently large T. (The proof of this fact is similar to the proof of [13, Lemma 13.121 
and is omitted.) Thus, we proved that rp’cp is chain homotopic to identity. In a similar way 
we can prove that (p(p’ is chain homotopic to identity. The proof of Proposition 2.7 is now 
complete. 
3. SPECTRAL SEQUENCE FOR CONNECTED SUM 1 
In this section, we apply the idea of the last section and construct he spectral sequence 
in our main theorem. 
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Let Mi and Mz be homology 3-spheres and R(Mi), i = 1,2 be as in Section 2. In general, 
R(Mi) are of positive dimension and hence in the definition of Floer homology one needs 
a perturbation. But in this section, we assume that they are discrete and 
H’(Mi, ~(2)“) = 0 (3.1) 
for each a ESU(~). To deal with general case, we can just start from the perturbed 
Chern-Simons functional and discuss in the same way. So Assumption (3.1) is not essential. 
We assume it only to save notation. 
Now, we consider the connected sum M = M, # MZ. We remark 
l?(M) g R(M,) x R(M,) x SO(3) u @Ml) u R(M,). (3.2) 
In particular, R(M) has positive dimension although we assumed that R(Mi) are discrete. 
But we can prove easily that Assumptions 2.1 is satisfied in this case. (The self-indexing 
property will be a consequence of the discussions later.) The El-term of this spectral 
sequence is 
(C,(M,)@ C&M,) 0 Q’(SO(3))) 0 C,(M,) 0 C,(M,). (3.3) 
But this is not enough to prove our main theorem since we assert that we can control not 
only the E ‘-term but also the E2-term. The purpose of this section and the next is to find 
a relation between the differential 8, of this spectral sequence and the boundary operators 
of C*(Mi). (We determine higher differential also.) By definition, the differential 8, is 
obtained by using a moduli space of ASD-connections on M x R. So if we can find a relation 
between moduli space of ASD-connections on M x R and one on Mi x R, we will get an 
answer. One might be able to do it by using a sequence of metrics on M such that, in the 
limit, M splits into Ml and M2, But unfortunately, the analysis one needs to realize this idea 
is difficult and so far the author could not do it in that way. Instead, in this section and the 
next, we proceed as follows. First we construct spaces A([a, b], [a’, b’]) for a, U’E R(M,), 
b, b’c R(M,), together with “boundary maps”, II”, IIr, using only moduli spaces on Mi (and 
not on M). Next we show that the spaces and boundary maps satisfy the conclusions of 
Theorems 2.3-2.5 and Lemmas 2.9-2.11. Here we remark that the spaces &! ([a, b], [a’, b’]) 
are not directly regarded as sets of orbits of a gradient vector field but they have the same 
properties. Then the argument of the last two sections enables us to find a spectral sequence. 
The differential of this spectral sequence is determined by the moduli spaces on Mi x R, 
which completes the proof of our main theorem (modulo analytic lemmas proven in 
Part II). 
To define &([a, b], [a’, b’]) we need some notations. First we remark that we may and 
will assume that, for a, u’cR(M,), b, b’ER(M2), the moduli spaces A(u, u’), A(b, b’) 
satisfy the conclusion of Theorem 2.3; namely, 
dd(u, a’) = p(u) - p(d) - 1 
A(b, b’) = p(b) - p(b’) - 1. 
We put 
Ki(M1, M2) = (J {u} X {b} x SO(3) u pcaj;_8k{u} x {‘,I u u Iek> x Ib}- 
r(a)+rW=i p(b)=6k-i 
Here B0 is the trivial connection and 8k is a connection gauge equivalent to it and 
p(&) = 8k. 2 acts on R(Mi) as deck transformations of covering R(Mi) + R(Mi). Then 
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2 acts on R(Mi,M,) by k.(a, b,u) = (k.a, - k*b,u), k.(a, 13,) = (~*u,O,_~). Let 
RI(M1, M2) be the quotient space of this action and x:&(Mr, M,) + Ri(M1, M,) be the 
projection. We write Ri in place of Ri(Ml, M2) so that no confusion can occur. (This 
notation is consistent o the one in Section 1 and 2 because of (3.2).) We set 
and .,#Ju, a’) is a double covering of Ac,&, a’) since the action of the diagonal (- 1, - 1) 
on ~?~,~(a, a’) is trivial. So we have a &-action on ~‘?~,~(a, a’). 
Next we define holonomy maps 
h:./&(u, a’) --f SU(2) 
h:&,,(b, b’) -, SU(2). (3.4) 
Take base points pi E Mi. Let di be the curve t ~(t, pi), t E R. Then, since the bundle we are 
considering is trivial, there are holonomy maps 
h:&& a’) + SU(2) 
h:&,a(b, b’) -+ SU(2). 
It is easy to see that this map induces the map (3.4). Now we put 
J’I ((a, 4, (a’, b’)) = 8 
ANa, 4, (a’, b)) = (&,,(a, a’) x XJGWZ, 
-kl((a, b), (a, b’)) = (&,,(h b’) x =J(2))/Z, 
if a # a’, b # b’. Here the &-action is the diagonal action (it acts on SU(2) by g ct - g). We 
define 
I-&,,,,,‘,,‘):~((a, b), (a’, b’)) + (~1 x {b} xSO(3) 
I-&,,,, (a’,b’): &((a, b), (a’, b’)) -+ {a’} X (b’} X SO(3) 
‘;a, b), (a’. b) (CA19 d = cd 
Is (a,b),(,q’,b)(CAl, d = [h(A)-%1 
';a,,), (a. b')(cAl, d = bd 
‘6, b), (a, b') (CA19 d = bh(B)l* 
Note that he maps n:a,b),(a’,b’)9 “&b),(a’,b’) are well defined as maps to SO(3) but not to 
SV(2). We define 
A1 (G) = U 4 ((a, b), (a’, 0. n(a. bkit,, n(o’, b’)df, 
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The maps 
are defined by patching II,“,,,,, Ca,, be) or I$,,, (=,, b,j. 
Next we consider the case when some of II, b, a’, b’ are trivial connections. First we 
remark that for each k the group 
is isomorphic to SU(2). For each gE Zgt we choose g * E 9(M x R) such that fi* = g if 
t < - 1 and g* = ~fr 1 if t > 1. We also take ABl,o, an element defined in a way similar to 
A,,b in Section 2. We put 
%~,~(Mx R)(t.&, U) = {h~9(M x R)I~uE~~~,~ 3gEI~(Mi)hexp(- U) = 8+ } 
~dL 4 = {A is an su(2)-valued l-form 1 A@,. - AE i2j,d> 
&,a(ekr 4 = {A4,ae4,4l~,4 + *J’A = o> 
~44,4 = Jk4L 4Pc,aOf x WL 4 
&, d 64 7 4 = &, d (0,) 4Pc9 6 w x R). 
Then 
9,,#4 x R)(O,, u)/9,q,(M x R) E SU(2) x 2,. 
This group acts on _&(,a(Ok, a). Since the action of (- 1, - 1)~ SU(2) x 2, is trivial it 
follows that SU(2) acts on J?~,~(&., a). Then 
Ka(6, 41Su(2) E 4,a(ek, 4. 
There exists also a holonomy map 
h:A!f,d(ek, U) + Su(2). 
We recall 
dim Ac,a(Bk, a) = 8k - p(a) - 1 - 3. 
If we define A’Z,,& 0,) in a similar way, then 
dim At,&, e,) = p(a) - 8k - 1. 
We put 
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The Z,-action is the diagonal one. We define the maps II’ and II’ by 
q~k,bl,[a,bl(C4) = 1, nI;Bt,b], [a.b] (CA]) = h(A) 
n,“,,b,,,tJt,bl([Al) = h(A)-‘, “;.,b],[&,b]([A]) = 1 
q%~,,,,a%,K4) = 13 n;O~,b,,,Ot,b’,([Al) = 1 
nl,,Otl,[a,bl([Bl) = l, n;a,,,,,a,b,([Bl) = h(B)-’ 
=,c,,b,, [a,t%,([~I) = h(B), “;a, b,, [a,fdBI) = 1 
n,“,t,b,,,O,,bt,([Bl) = l, n;tLb,,,&,b’,([B1) = l* 
By collecting these maps, we obtain IIij and IIfj. 
Now we are going to show that these spaces and maps have the properties we used in 
Section 2. For this purpose, we need to state Theorem 2.5 a bit more precisely. We put 
I, = ( f l} if a is irreducible. Then I, x lb acts on &?(a, b) with _&(a, b)/Z, x lb = J(a, b). 
Let A(a, ci,..., c,, b) be the quotient of 
J@,c1)x *.. x A?@,, b) 
by the diagonal action of I, x nZC, x lb. We put 
%A(u,b) = u A@, Cl,..., c., b). 
c I,.... c.,n=l,Z ,... 
We also put 
A(a, b; C) = {CUE&@, b)lIFAIe < C}. 
THEOREM 3.4. %?&!(a, b) has a structure of orbitfold with corners and boundaries. 
&(a, b; C) is precompuct in WA(u, b) for each C. Moreover, 
&N(u, b) = u .A+, c, b). 
L=(*1) 
In case p(u) - p(b) c 8, we have ~%‘(a, b; C) = .&(a, b) for suficiently large C. Hence, 
A(u, b) itseIf is compact in that case. 
For the proof of Theorem 3.4 we refer to [13]. Now as in Section 1, we put 
gA(j, k) = A(j, k) u u A(j, ii) XR,,... xa,, A(&, k). 
j>il...i. >k 
It follows immediately from Theorem 3.4 that 
LEMMA 3.5. %.A!(u, b) has a structure of orbifold with corners and boundaries such that 
If j - k < 8 then %?A (j, k) is compact. 
We next see that the maps II: j and II,!,j are compatible with compactification. We 
remark that there exist induced maps 
A(j7 &) xR~, ... XRia&((i,, k)+Rj 
A(j, il) xRt, ... XRi,d(in, k)+& 
which we write II;, i ,,,,,, in,kp llf,i ,,,,,. in,ks NOW we assert: 
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LEMMA 3.6. The maps ll$,i ,,__,, i_,k are patched together to give a smooth map ffom 
wA(.l, k) to Rj* The maps flj,i, ,.,_, i..k are patched together to give a smooth map jkom 
UA(j, k) to Rk. 
Proof: Let [Am, g,,,] E A ((a, b), (a’, b)) c .4! ( j, k) be a sequence converging to 
CCA m,l,gm,~l, CA,,,,g,,zll~~(j,i,k). We will show 
By definition, we have 
We first consider the case when the boundary values of Aiy etc., are all irreducible. Since 
CCA m,l~~m.ll~ C&,~,g,,Jl~~(i k 4, we have 
gm,l = WL,J1gm,~. 
Therefore, by (3.8), 
I’&(C&, I 7 sl) = KL,J’am,, 
= h(A,,,)-‘h(A,,2)-‘gco,Z 
= lim h(A,)-‘g, 
m-tm 
= lim l-&K&,, a,,, t,l). rn’cc 
Thus, we have proved (3.7). The above argument can be summarized as in Fig. 1. 
In a similar way, we can prove that the map is continuous between other strata (see 
Fig. 2). 
The proof of smoothness is based on the decay estimate. To give a proof one has to go 
back to the proof of Lemma 3.5 (but once we recall it the proof is routine). We omit it. 
Finally, we remark that, by using a perturbed Chern-Simons functional if necessary, one 
may assume that transversality between map IIZi and II& and similar transversality hold. 
h(A)-‘g = h(A)-‘h(B)-‘g’ g = h(B)-‘g’ g ’ 
= (h(B)h(A))-‘g’ 
= h(A#B)-‘g’. 
Fig. 1. 
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Thus, we have established all the properties we used in the last section. Hence, we have 
a chain complex (e, 8) and a spectral sequence converging to the homology of (6, a^,. (In fact 
we need to discuss the orientation to check the sign. But since the argument is the same as 
the one in Section 1, we omit it.) 
Finally, we calculate the E2-term of the spectral sequence. By the same argument as in 
Section 2, we have 
beR (Mz ) 
rk@+p(b)=i, 
p(o) = i e(b)=i 
If a, U’E R(M,), bE R(M,) are irreducible with ~(a’) = ~(a) - 1, then we have a diagram 
(see Fig. 3) where A((a, a’), b) g &(a, a’) x SO(3), and II’, IIr are identity on each connec- 
ted component. 
Therefore, the Hj(SO(3); Z). [a, b] + Hj(SO(3); Z)* [a’, b]-component of 8, is given by 
u* [a, b] H (&I, a’)~. [u’, b]. Similarly, the Hj(SO(3); Z). [u, b] + Hj(SO(3); Z). [u, b’] 
component is given by u * [a, b] H (db, b')u . [a, b’]. 
1 
h(A)-’ = gh( B) 
g = h(B)-‘h(A)-’ 
= h(A#B)-’ 
Fig. 2. 
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h(A)-‘g = h(A)-‘h(B)-’ 
g = h(B)-’ 
I 
= h(A#B)-’ 
M((a,b).(a,4)) 
J A#B \ 
sw3)q;M;bq +:TJl 
W3) 1 
gh(A) = h(B)h(A) g=h(B) 1 
= h(A#B) 
Fig. 2. (continued) 
M((a,a’),b) 
SO(3) SO(3) 
Fig. 3. 
Next, if a~ R(M,), be R(M,) are irreducible connections with ~(a) = 1, then the 
Ho (*; Z) . [a, b] + Ho (SO (3); Z) * [do, b] component of 8, is given by u * [a, b] H 
#&(a, oo)u. [6,, b], where #.~?(a, 0,) is the order counted with sign. The 
Ho (*; Z) . [a, &] + H,(SO(3); Z) - [a, b] component is given in a similar way. 
Finally, the Zfo(*; Z). [a, 0,] + H,,(*; Z)- [a’, e,] and the Ho(*; Z). [l-l,, b] + 
H,,(*; Z). [e,, b’] components of 8, are multiplications, by (au, a’) and (ab, b’), respec- 
tively. The other components of a, are 0. 
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Thus, we have an exact sequence of chain complex 
O~(C*(M,),a)o(C*(M,),a)~(E:,,, d’)~(C*(M,),a)o(C*(M,),a)~O. 
It induces a long exact sequence 
+ li(“l) 0 Iit”2) + EifO + Hi((C*(Ml)9 a) 8 lC*tM2), a)) + 
~li-1(M1)0li-l(MZ)-fEiZ_l,o~Hi-1((C*(M1),a)o(C*(M,),a))~ 
For j # 0, we have 
E$ g Hi((C*(Mi), 8) 0 (C*(M,), 8); Hj(SO(3); 2)). 
Thus, we have constructed the spectral sequence in our main theorem. We shall prove in 
next section that the homology of (6,8) is isomorphic to the Floer homology of 
M=M1#M2. 
4. SPECTRAL SEQUENCE FOR CONNECTED SUM II 
In this section, we show that the chain complex in Section 3 gives the Floer homology of 
the connected sum of Ml and M2. 
As in Section 3, the basic idea is the combination of the argument of Section 2 and some 
analytic lemmas. 
Let Ml and MZ, etc., be as in Section 3, and M be the connected sum of Ml and M2. As 
we remarked there, the representation space l?(M) is of positive dimension. Hence, accord- 
ing to the definition of Floer homology, we take a perturbation of Chern-Simons func- 
tional. In order to save notation, we denote by R(M) the set of critical values of this 
perturbed functional, and put 
R(M) = l?(M) x Z. 
For each element c1 of R(M), its Morse index I is defined such that the moduli space 
A@, /?) of perturbed ASD equation satisfies 
dim J(tl, fi) = P(E) - p(p) - 1 - dim I,. 
In order to apply the argument of Section 2, we need to define spaces, A(Rip a), where RI is 
as in Section 3, and also we need to define a map 
IIfa:A(Ri, a), + Ri. 
We recall that the connected components of Ri are either one point or SO(3). Hence, we get 
for UER(M,), PER. 
Let N’ be the boundary connected sum of Ml x [0, l] and M2 x [0, l] along Ml x {l}, 
Mz x {l}. We define a metric on N = Int N’ such that N minus a compact set is isometric to 
the disjoint union of Ml x (- co, 0), M2 x (- co, 0), and M x (0, co). Define Sobolev spaces 
Q:,,(N), Qj,a(N), as in Section 2. 
As in Section 3, we assume that R(MJ is discrete. Fix a lift s: R(Mi) + d(M,). For each 
UE lJ1, bE U2, [a] E R(M), there exists a connection A,,b,a on N, which coincides with 
s(a), s(b), a, respectively, outside a compact set. We put 
&,&J&4 = {A = Q’(N)I&,b,or - A~a.8). 
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Define a Gauge group 9[+ l,s((a, b), ~1) as in Section 2. It acts on &?J,d((a, b), a). Let 
Bl,~((a, b), a) be the quotient space of this action. We put 
Since _&,,&, b), a) is independent of e, 6, we omit these suffixes so that no confusion can 
occur. As in Section 2, our perturbation was invariant by the R-action induced by 
translation, hence was not of compact support. Hence, we cannot take perturbation of 
compact support. Again we defer to Part II the precise argument, and just mention that 
there is a family by perturbations of the ASD equations parametrized by $‘EY’. The 
perturbation is of compact support. Let A,. ((a, b), c() be the moduli space of the perturbed 
ASD equation. Now we have the following. 
THEOREM 4.1. ~%!~,((a, b), ~1) is u smooth manifold and 
dim &Zti, ((a, b), CY) = p(u) + ,u(b) - p(a) - dim I, - dim Zb + 3 
for each element $’ of a residual subset of Y’. 
The proof is deferred to Part II. Hereafter we omit t,V. 
Now we define the map 
I$,,,.: d ((a, 4 4 -+ SO (3). 
We use holonomy representation for this purpose. Let e: (- cc, co) + N be a curve such 
that 
P(t) = 
(t + T, pz) if t < - T 
(t - T, p2) if t > T. 
Here pi E Mi, as in the definition of the map h in Section 3 (note Mi x ( - 00 ,O) c N). In case 
a E R (M, ), b E R (M2) are both irreducible, one obtains a map 
h: A((u, b), a) -+ SO(3) 
by taking a holonomy along /. We define 
“;a. b), a (L-4, d = h (4. 
In order to prove that &‘((a, b), a), llfa,bj,n have the properties we used in Section 2, we need 
the following lemma. We put 
%A(@, b), 4 = A(@, b), 4 u U U U {A(u, cl) x ... x A(c,‘-1, ck) 
GERWI) c:ER(M>) c;kR(hf,) 
x A(b, c;) x ... xJH(c;,_l,c;,)} 
x A!((c,, c;,), c;) x ... x Af(c;,,, b). 
The maps II! on %‘&((a, b), CZ) are defined by 
17 ((A I ,..., A,Jr(A; ,..., A;), (A; ,..., A;)) = h(A,)-‘...h(A,)-‘h(A;)h(A;,)...h(A;). 
LEMMA 4.2. %~?((a, b), a) has a structure of smooth orbifoid with corners. lT is a smooth 
map on it. 
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The proof is similar to Lemma 3.6 and is omitted. 
Using these moduli spaces we can construct a chain map cp from (6, a^) to (C, a). Here 
(6, 8) is the chain complex as in the last section and (C, a) is the chain complex used to 
define the Floer homology r,(M). 
Let - N be the manifold N with the opposite orientation. Using the moduli spaces 
.,@(a, (a, b)) of ASD connections on - N in place of .&(((a, b), c() we can define a chain map 
$ from (C, a) to (6, a^). Now we show that the maps on homology induced by the two maps 
cp and + are inverse to each other. 
First we consider $rp. For this purpose, we consider the family of 4-manifold N(T) 
obtained by patching (N - M x (T, co)) u (( - N) - M x (- cc, - 2”)) along M = 
Mx{T} =Mx{-T}.F or a, U’E R(M,), b, b’E R(M,), we let &((a, a’), (b, b’)) denote the 
moduli space of all ASD connections on N(T) whose boundary values are a, a’, b, b’ at 
M, x { - co}, M, x { + co}, M2 x { - co}, M2 x { + co}, respectively. 
We remark that N(T) is the connected sum of Ml x R and M2 x R. Hence, Taubes’ 
argument, which is now standard in Gauge theory, makes it possible to find a cobordism 
between &-((a, b), (a’, b’)) and (A@, b) x &(a’, b’)) R SO (3). Let h + : JV((U, b), (a’, b’)) + 
SO(3) denote the holonomy map along the curve e, in Fig. 4. 
We define 
I%,b,, @‘,b’) : N((u, b), (a’, b’)) -+ SO(3) 
Q,,,,,,,,,+‘Xa, b), (a’, b’)) + SO(3) 
by using h_ , h, respectively. By restricting them, we obtain maps from .&((a, b), (a’, b’)) to 
SO(3), which we denote by the same symbol. Using &‘((a, b), (a’, b’)) and l-I&,,,,,,,,.,,, 
l-Q%~,,,~~,~~,P we obtain a chain map 4:(C, a^) + (C, a^). It is also standard to show that the 
composition Ic/cp is chain homotopic to the map 4. 
We next show that $J is chain homotopic to the identity. For this purpose, we remark 
that if ~(a) + p(b) = ~(a’) + p(b’) then &‘(a, b) x &!(a’, b’) is nonempty only if a = a’, 
b = b’. In that case, (&(a, b) x .&‘(a’, b’)) 2 SO (3) is diffeomorphic to SO(3). Furthermore, 
the restriction of II&),(,,, b,j, II~a,bj,(aP,b,j coincides with g t-+g-’ or g t+g. (To see this we 
remark that the parameter SO (3) represents the patching map on the neck of the connected 
sum. Then by the definition of the curves e+, t_ the maps II~O,bj,(al,bjJ, II;, ,,,,,,,,,, are as 
above.) Therefore, the chain map induced by A((u, b), (a’, b’)) and II&J,(o,,b,j, II;a,bj, (a,,a,j is 
Fig. 4. 
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the identity map. On the other hand, by an argument similar to, for example, [13], the 
cobordism J((a, b), (a’, b’)) and the maps lI&j,Ca,,b,j, II;,,,,,,,.,,,, on it induce a chain 
homotopy between #J and the identity. 
Thus, we have proved that Il/cp is chain homotopic to identity. 
We turn to prove that cp$ is chain homotopic to the identity. For this purpose, we use 
the 4-manifold N’(T) obtained by patching N - (M1 u M,) x (- cc, - T) and 
(- N) - (M, u M2) x (7’, co) along M1 u MZ. We remark that the surgery of N’(T) along 
the loop /+ u 8_ is diffeomorphic to (M, #M,) x R. Hence, we need to study the relation of 
l-dimensional surgery and the moduli spaces of ASD connections (see Fig. 5). We will prove 
Lemma 4.5 in Part II. 
Let X be an oriented 4-manifold and e be a loop on it. Suppose that there exists 
a compact subset K of X and a 3-manifold Y (not necessarily connected) such that X - K is 
isometric to Y x (0, co). Let R(Y) be the set of all flat connections on Y. We assume (for 
simplicity) that R(Y) is discrete and satisfies (3.1). We take an SU(2) bundle E on 
X equipped with a trivialization on M and e. Let X’ be the 4-manifold obtained from X by 
the surgery along /. For a E R( Y), let _&?(X, tl) be the set of all ASD connections on X with 
boundary value CI at infinity. We divide it by the group of gauge transformations which 
converges to identity at infinity and which is identity at a fixed base point p. on e. There is 
a free SU(2) action on it induced by the gauge transformation at po. Let 2(X, CI) be the 
quotient space. We divide 1(X, CI) in the same way and let &(X’, ~1) be its quotient by the 
action of the group of gauge transformations which is identity at infinity. By taking 
a holonomy along e we obtain a map h:d(X, a) + SO(3). We assume that transversality 
conditions are satisfied for J?(X, a) and for &Z(X’, a). We also assume that 1 ~S0(3) is 
a regular value of h. Now we assert the following. 
LEMMA 4.5. There exists an oriented cobordism J(X, a) between J&(X’, a) and 
h-‘(l) c &(X, CC). 
The proof is deferred to Part II. Now we are ready to show that cp$ is chain homotopic 
to identity. For p(c() = p((B), we consider the fiber product 
,;, JZ (~3 (a, b)) GO(~) &((a, b), B). (4.6) 
Here the maps JZ(U, (a, b)) + SO(3) and M((a, b), /I) -+ SO(3) are II’ and l-Id, respect- 
ively. We let ($‘(cI), p) be the order of the set (4.6) counted with sign. By definition, cp$ is 
chain homotopic to 4’. 
Fig. 5. 
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Now we put X = N’(T) and e = /+ u G_ in Lemma 4.5. By definition and a standard 
patching argument he set (4.6) is cobordant to h - ’ (1). (In fact, we need to use the moduli 
space of perturbed ASD connections. But Lemma 4.5 holds without change in that case.) 
On the other hand, the surgery of X = N’(T) along 8 is (M, # M2) x R. Thus by Lemma 4.4, 
we conclude that ‘p$ is chain homotopic to identity. 
We thus proved that the homology of the chain complex (C, a^) is isomorphic to the one 
of (C, a). The proof of Theorem 0.0 modulo analytic lemmas is now complete. 
5. AN EXAMPLE 
Let A4 be the Poincare homology sphere. It is well known that its fundamental group 
rc,M has exactly two nontrivial representations to SU(2). It is proved in [lo] that their 
degrees in Floer homology are 0 and 4, respectively (see Section 3 for our sign convention). 
Regarding them as elements in R(M) they have degree = 0 or 4 mod 8. The trivial 
connections, as elements in R(M), have degree 3 0 mod 8. We write Pk the element of degree 
k. Here k E 0 or 4 mod 8, and let tIO be the trivial connection. Similarly, I, (- M) has two 
generators in degree 1 and 5. Let rk (k = 1,5) be the flat representations in degree k. 
We consider the moduli spaces A(pO, p4) and &(p4, pO). Both are of dimension 3. The 
structure of these moduli spaces are determined by using ADHM constructions in [17]. In 
order to determine differentials in our spectral sequence we need to study the holonomy 
maps h: &?(p,, po) + SO(3) and h’:&(p,, p4) + SO(3). We use the following unpublished 
result by P. Kronheimer. 
Fact 5.1 (Kronheimer). The degrees of the maps h, h’ are both nonzero. 
In this section we determine the Floer homologies over Q of M # M, and of M # - M, 
by using Fact 5.1. 
We first calculate the maps 
Hi((C*(M),a)o(C*(M),d))-,li-,(M)Oli-,(M) 
Hi((C*(M),a)o(C*(-M),a))~li-1(M)Ozi-1(-M) (5.2) 
in exact sequence (0.0.3). First we consider the situation of Theorem 0.0 in general and recall 
the following. 
FOLK THEOREM 5.3 (see [9, 143). Let M be as in Theorem 0.0. Suppose that there exists 
a smooth 4-manifold X which bounds - M such that the intersection form on H’(X; 2) is 
negative definite but is nondiagonalizable. Then the boundary maps (5.2) are nonzero. 
Proof (sketch). Suppose 13x = - M. More precisely, we assume that X minus a compact 
set is diffeomorphic to M x (- co, 0). We consider the map 
4:Z,(M)-rZ 4(a) = #A(% 00) 
we discussed in Section 0. By applying the argument of Donaldson [6] and Taubes [23] we 
find that the moduli spaces of ASD connections of instanton number 1 on X with boundary 
condition e. is a space of dimension 5 such that its end is diffeomorphic to 
( x u u Aqx, a) x Af(a; f3,) x(0, co) w(a)= 1 1 
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as an oriented manifold. Furthermore, each singularity of it is diffeomorphic to the cone of 
complex projective space and the number of the singular point is equal to the number of 
elements u of H’(X;Z) such that (u.u) n [X] = 1. Since the intersection form of H2(X;Z) 
is nontrivial, this number cannot be equal to the second Betti number of X. It follows that 
the signature of the manifold 
xu u “&(X,a)xA(a;80) 
r(a)= 1
is not equal to the second Betti number of X. Hence, the map 4: I 1 (M) -P Z is nonzero. It 
follows from the definition that the maps (5.2) are nonzero. 
Thus, we find the E2-term in case A4 # - M. For M# M the boundary operator (0.1) is 
zero by degree counting. 
We next turn to the calculation of the fourth derivative (which is the only nontrivial one 
since we work over rational coefficient). 
In case of M # M we need to calculate the two maps 
Ii(M) 0 Ij(M) + Ii-,(M) 0 Ij(M) 0 e3 0 Ii(M) 0 Ij-4(M) 0 e3 
Ii(M) 0 Ij(M) + Ii-d(M) 0 I,(M) 0 e3 0 Ii(M) 0 IjP,(M)O e3. 
Here e3 is the generator of H3(SO(3); Q). The first one is obtained by 
(x,y)+O-,(M)OyOe, +xOO-~(M)O~~. 
Here 
O-,(M) = 1 #Af(&,,a).[a]. 
p(a)= -4 
By the same argument as in Folk Theorem 5.3 we can prove that this element is nonzero. 
Therefore, we have 
&(Pi, 0,) = CL% 0 P-4 
~4(~O,Pi) = cP-4O Pi 
with c # 0. Next by Fact 5.1 and the discussion of the preceding two sections we have 
a4(Pi~'j6eO)=Ci'pi-,OpjOe3 +Cj.Pi@Pj-4@e3 
with ci, cj # 0. Here e. is a generator of H,(SO(3); Q). 
Hence Es is generated by 
P4 @ 00 - 00 0 P4 
~40~oOeO-~00p40eo 
~~pOOpOO~o-~o(poO~o+~OOpo) 
2c4P4 0 ~4 0 e0 - cO(po 0 80 + O. 0 po). 
There are no more differentials. Thus we have: 
PROPOSITION 5.4. 
Z,(M#M; Q) E 
Q2 * =0,4mod8 
o 
otherwise. 
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Next we turn to the case of M# - M. By Folk Theorem 5.3, the generator of the 
E2-term is 
00 @ rj 0 = 1,5) 
Pi 0 TI 0 e3, (i = 0,4) 
Pi @ z5 0 eo, (i = 0,4) 
PiOz5Oej, (i=O,4). 
The fourth differential is given by 
ah(Pi @ rs 0 eo) = CiPi-4 0 z.5 0 e3 + C5pi 8 ti @ e3 
84(80 @ Tj)= CP4Qtj@ e3. 
Therefore we have: 
PROPOSITION 5.5. 
l,(M# -M;Q)zO. 
We remark that the fundamental group of M # M is isomorphic to that of M # - M. 
But their Floer homologies are quite different to each other. By a similar calculation, one 
may calculate 1, (kM # - !M; Q) in general. For example, 
8, =q@id@id+idQq@id)id@id@q 
a,(a~~~c~e~)=(~,a~b~c+a~~4bOC~a~b~~4c)~e3, 
etc. The calculations are left for the reader. 
PART II: ANALYSIS 
6. PERTURBATION AND TRANSVERSALITY 
In this section we study the perturbation of the ASD equation and prove Theorems 2.3, 
2.4 and 4.1. First we consider the situation of Theorem 4.1 where we consider a 4-manifold 
with boundary and a perturbation of Riemannian metric. Let M be a 3-dimensional 
manifold satisfying Assumption 2.1. We choose and fix a Riemannian metric on it. Let N be 
a complete Reimannian 4-manifold such that N minus a compact set K is isometric to 
M x (0, 00). We take a trivial SU(2)-bundle on N. For an open subset U on R(M), we define 
&(N; U) as in Section 2 (the precise definition will be given later). This moduli space 
depends on the choice of metric g on K (note that the metric on the complement of K is 
fixed). We write JZ,(N; V) in case we need to specify g explicitly. We put the C “-topology 
on the set of metrics on K. Let _&t(K) denote this set. We first prove the following: 
THEOREM 6.1 (cf [25]). 1f g is contained in a residual subset of A&(K), then 
_#l,(N, R(M)) is a smooth manifold. 
Proof First we fix notations. We write R’ ;,a, i = 0, 1,2, for the set of i-forms such that 
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Here Q(X) is a smooth function on N such that 
if x = (v, ~)EM x (1, co) 
everywhere. 
In case i = 2, we require that u is self-dual in addition. Using 52;,,, we define s,,,(N), 
Bf,d(N; U) in a way similar to Section 2 (here U is an open subset of R(M)). For an element 
of &3t,a(N; U), we write (A, a), where A is a connection on N, and a is its boundary value 
contained in U. JZ(N; U ) is the set of all gauge equivalence classes of ASD connections 
contained in z?~(,~(N; U). In case N = M x R, U, V E R(M) we define A~?~,~(M x R; U, V) in 
the same way (an element of it is expressed by [A, a, b], etc.). We put 
Here Ab is a l-form on N which coincides with b outside K. By an argument similar to [12], 
we can identify the tangent space of %3t,a(N; U) at (A, a) as 
r,,.,(%.,(N; U)) = {(& b)Ex:d(N, a)ld,*B = 0). 
In case the transversality condition is satisfied, the tangent space of d(N; U) at (A, a) is 
isomorphic to 
(B, bWf%W, a) :dB;:d B = o . 
A A 
Hence, to prove Theorem 6.1, it suffices to show that the map 
p~,o:&!,dN, a) + fi,q, @ Qf,& (B, b) f-‘(d:& * dAB + dAB) 
is surjective for each (A, a) (if g is contained in a residual subset of ./Z&(K)). We take an 
(co-dimensional) vector bundle yl,d(N; U), &,,&(N; U) xg, + ,,6(N)C$6 -+ %3c,a(N; U) and 
consider a section to the direct product, _IZ~,~(N; U) x d?&(K), 
P+ :S?c,a(N; U) x Afed + i2&; ((A, a), g) - *$A + FA. 
Here *9 is the Hodge *-operator associated with the metric g. By the same argument as [ 123, 
the projection to the fiber of the differential of P+ is surjective. 
On the other hand, the differential of the restriction of P+ to gl,a(N; U) x {g} is 
(B, b) H *,dAB + dAB. 
Therefore, we can prove the surjectivity of PA,, by the same argument as [ll]. 
Hence. 
(((A,u),~)E@(N, U)XJHS~~*~FA + FA =O> =dod 
is a smooth manifold. Since P A,a is a Fredholm operator for each (A, a) and g, it follows that 
the projection Mud + &et is a Fredholm map. Hence as in [12], we can apply the 
Sard-Smale theorem to show that the set of regular values g E &!et is residual. For such g, 
((-441*,FA + FA = 0). IS smooth and PA,o is surjective for each (A, a) in this set. The proof 
of Theorem 6.1 is now complete. 
Next we turn to the situation of Section 2. In this case we have to study the R-invariant 
perturbation of the ASD equation on M x R. Hence, we cannot take a perturbation of 
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metric with compact support. Instead, we perturb using holonomy representations, as in 
[7, 1 l] (see also [13]). We use the same symbol as in [13]. We recall the notations there, for 
reader’s convenience. Let p,, E M and v. E Tpo M. Choose an embedding I : 0' + M such that 
I(0) = po. Let lY1(po, I, vo) be the set of smooth embeddings e:S’ x D2 -+ M such that 
[(O, 0) = po, (Dt/dt)(O, 0) = vo, and /(O, x) = Z(x). Here we regard S’ = [O, l]/O - 1, and 
t is the coordinate of S’-factor. We put 
r, = u (I-1(Po, vo, I))“. 
(P.VO ,I) 
Let L, = SU(2)m/SU(2), where SU(2) acts by conjugation. Define a map 
6,':dJM)x r,,, + Map(D2, SU(2)m) 
by 
&‘(a, (/ lT...P e,))(x) = (~~,~.,&)~...~ h,n(.,X&4). 
Now 6’ induces a map 
6':@(M) x r,,, -, Map(D2, L,). 
Choose(Bihez+ (pi > 0). We define a Banach space C!(L,, R) of smooth functions, $ on L, 
such that the norm 
II Ic/ IIs = f Pi ~~PlD’+(x)l 
i=l m 
is finite. Let u: D2 + [0, co) be a function with 
s D2 u(x)dx = 1. 
We define 
@(Cal,Vl,..., f,),$) = 
For VEI-, x C8(L,, R), we putfJ[a]) = @([a], v). We define an order < on lJ,,,L,,, by 
([ I)...) em)-+; )...) /A*) 0 (8, )...) em) G (e; ,..., e:*>. 
We choose a sufficiently large m and an element 1 = (!, ,. . ., t,) sufficiently dense in M and 
sufficiently large with respect o the order <. For each x E D 2, the map @’ induces a map 
Q~:S?',(M)xr,+L,. We consider a union 
u @#(M), 4 = L,. 
XED2 
Let L’ be the complement of a small neighborhood of this set and let Y be the set of 
elements in Cp(L,, R), whose support is contained in L'. For 4 EY, we have a map 
f,:g,(M) -P R. By definition the support of& is contained in a complement of a neighbor- 
hood of R(M). Our perturbed ASD equation corresponding to 4 is 
FA + 7 FA - grad,, f+ A dt - * grad,< f+ = 0. (6.2) 
Here g is the Hodge *-operator for M x R and * is the Hodge *-operator for M, and we put 
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A = a, .t b, dt. In order to prove that _JZ~( j, k) is a smooth manifold, it suffices to show that, 
for each ASD connection A ~_&(a, b), the operator 
gA:n; + n:, a H(dA + * dA)a - Hessat &(u,) 
is surjective, if 4 is contained in a dense subset of Y. Here 
A = a, + b, dt 
u = u, + v, dt. 
Now, for sufficiently large 1 = (e,,..., e,), we consider the direct product 
g!(M) x CB(L,, R). In a way similar to [13], we can prove that the subset 
dud = {((A, U, b), ~)ELB~,~(M x R; Rj, Ri) x C’(L,, R)I A satisfies (6.2)) 
is a smooth manifold. Hence, again we can apply the Sard-Smale theorem to the projection 
dud -+ Cp(L,, R). It follows that if 4 is contained in a residual subset of C@(L,, R), then 
the set ((A, a, b) E BI,a(M x R; Rj, Ri)) A satisfies (6.2) for $1 is a smooth manifold and gA is 
surjective for each A in this set. 
Thus, we proved that A,( j, k) is a smooth submanifold for each 4 in a residual subset of 
the parameter space ‘I’. 
We next turn to the proof of the dimension formula 
dimA+(j,k)=j-k+dimRj-1 (6.3) 
in Theorem 2.3. We use the notion of spectral flow due to Atiyah-Patodi-Singer for this 
purpose. For simplicity, we consider the case when we can take 4 
Put 
$d = L:,,(M x R; su(2) 0 p*(A’M)) 
and consider the differential operator, g..,:_!Z’j,,s 0 6pig + y/,, 0 
= 0. Following [13] we 
CL 
acp., \ 
-~+(*,d.,-Hess,f.-b,n)u+d$q,c7t+ao,u 
I 
where A = a, + b, A dt. In case R(M) is discrete, the index of this operator with 6 = 0 gives 
the dimension of A( j, k), and is equal to the index of the spectral flow of the family of 
operators (u, cp) H (( *g d,, - Hess@, f - b, A ) u + d: cp, d,u). But in our case where R(M) is 
not necessary discrete, the operator gA is not Fredholm for 6 = 0. So we need to consider 
the case 6 > 0. Then as in [13] this corresponds to pushing the 0 eigenvalues of the operator 
(u, cp) I+(( *B d,, - Hess,, f- b, A )u + d,*,cp, d,u) in the positive direction when t + - cc 
and in the negative direction when t -+ GO. Thus, in case Rj contains no reducible connec- 
tions, we have 
dim &(i, j) + dim &(j, k) = dim &(i, k) + dim Rj. (6.4) 
A similar formula can be proved in case when Rj contains reducible (trivial) connections. It 
is straightforward to prove (6.3) using (6.4) and a similar formula in case Rj contains 
reducible connections. The proof of Theorem 2.3 is now complete. 
7. DECAY ESTIMATE 
In Sections 7-9, we study a compactification of our moduli space (and prove Theorem 
2.5, etc.). Roughly speaking, to prove Theorem 2.5, we need to show the two statements. 
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One is to find a family of (bubbling) connections for each element of A’(j, 8) xRc A’(e, k). 
The other is to show that every element of the end is obtained in that way. 
The first statement is analogous to Taubes’ construction. This part is already discussed 
in [ZO]. In the next section we modify his argument and apply it to our situation. The 
second statement is analogous to Uhlenbeck’s decay estimate (see, for example, [12]). This 
part is also parallel to [ 131. In this section we discuss the second point in a similar way to 
[13, Section 93. It seems to the author that Mrowka knew them when he wrote [20]. But 
since he did not write it there we give these arguments here.) We begin with proving 
a lemma. Let k and C‘ be sufficiently large positive integers. For u:[ - T - 1, 
T + l] + d(M): t H u,, we define its norm by 
II u II c, lOC = SUP IIw,MX,,- I.,+ I,,. 
Ifl c T 
LEMMA 7.1 (Elliptic regularity in temporal gauge). For each A, and each sufJiciently 
small positive number Ed, there exists a constant C(A, co) such that ifco, a, E d(M) satisfies 
for tE[- T- 1, T+ l] 
then for each t E [ - T, T] we have 
II at - co IILc; I C(Tll co - a, 11~6 + II co - ao 11~;). 
Proof. Let cp: [ - T - 1, T + l] --t [0, l] be a function such that 
co(t) = 
1 on [-T,T] 
0 on a[- T- l,T+ 11. 
We put 
A = co + (a, - co). cp. 
We need the following sublemma (where 8’ is an integer sufficiently larger than 1 but 
sufficiently smaller than e). 
SUBLEMMA 7.2. There exists a gauge transformation g on M such that if one puts 
g*A = co + B then we have 
d;B=O (7.2.1) 
II B IIL:~, ,,,< < C II CO - at 11~:. ,OF (7.2.2) 
g= 1 on d(Mxp-- 1, T+ 11). (7.2.3) 
Proof. The lemma is essentially the same as in (for example) [12]. We take u1 with 
d:d,ul 
i 
= G(A - co)cp 
Ul =0 on a(Mx[- T- 1, T+ 11) 
Ul 1 Ker d, . 
Then we have 
II Ul IL:, + ,, IOE 5 c II 4 - co lld$ IDS 5 c II at - co IlLi. ,OE* 
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We put exp(- ul) = gl. Then (7.3) implies 
II d,*,(gfA - ccl) IIL;,.,.. 2 c II(% - cd2 lIL;,,,l, 5 c II (4 - cd2 /IL:.,,. 
s Cll(at - CoH26.a. 
We next take u2 such that 
G d, ~2 
1 
= 4%IrA - cdcp 
u2 =0 on a(Mx[Ir- l,T+ 11) 
u2 I Ker d,, . 
Then we have 
II u2 IId + I, hC 5 c II 4 - co 113, IOE. 
Hence by putting exp( - u2) = g2, we obtain 
(7.4) 
(7.5) 
II~:(sfsz*A)IIJ~,,,, s c II& - coIIz&,, . (7.6) 
We define gi inductively in the same way. Equations (7.5) and (7.6) and similar formulas for 
gi imply that the sequence 
lim gigi- l”‘9291 
i+m 
converges in Ls+ l,,oc-norm. Let g be its limit. It is easy to see that 
II9 - w.:.+ ,(lOC 5 c II 4 - co III& lot 
d:(s*A) = 0. 
The proof of Sublemma 7.2 is now complete. 
We go back to the proof of Lemma 7.1. Let B be as in Sublemma 7.2. Then, since 
d;B=O, F;+s=O 
the standard elliptic regularity implies that 
IIBII * L(+ ,oo, ,oc s C II B IL:~. ,oc 5 C II Q, - co IL:. ,ac. 
We take a gauge transformation g’ such that 
Equation (7.7) implies 
g’*(co + B) has no dt components. 
(7.7) 
(7.8) 
We put h = g’g and h*(d + a,) = d + b,. By (7.2) and (7.8) we have 
II h - c 0 4, p,wx(LG1,r+l))I cu + Itl)ll4 -CoIIJ.,,,. II 2 (7.9) 
Since both d + a, and h*(d + a,) do not have a dt component it follows that 
dh 0 z= . (7.10) 
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Equations (7.9) and (7.10) imply that 
lib -i&j+ , s Cllao - hIIL:(M) 
5 C( Ilao - co IIz.j(M) + Ilbo - co IlL;(M)) 
5 cc II a0 - co ll&hf, + II 4 - co II&f)). 
On the other hand, we have a, = (b-‘)*b,, /lb, - c~II~;(~) < C IIu, - c~I/~;(~). Hence, we 
conclude 
II& - collL;:cM, 5 C(llao - d.:(M) + Tll4 - coIlL:(M,). 
The proof of Lemma 7.1 is now complete. 
For the next lemma, we assume Condition 2.1 (but we do not assume that M is 
a homology sphere). 
LEMMA 7.11 (Gauge fixing on M). There exists a positive number E such that if 
[c]cR(M), and, IIc - ~11~; < E, then there exists [c’]ER(M) and u~Lt+~(M;su(2)), 
such that 
II c - c’ IIL; < CE (7.11.1) 
c’ - (exp u)* a E (Ker d,.)‘. (7.11.2) 
Proof: By the compactness of R(M) there exist C1 and Q such that if [c]eR(M), 
b’E Trcl R(M), d,b’ = d,*b’ = 0, II 6’ [IL* < E < cl, then there exists Cc’] E R(M) satisfying 
11 c’ - (c + 6’) l/L? < C1 E’. (7.12) 
Now let b = a - c. We decompose b as b = 6:” + 6:” + 6:” such that 
b(‘)E Im 
{ 
1 d f 
b”‘EKerd nKerd* 2 c c 
b:“E(Ker d,)‘. 
By assumption II 6:” IIL; < CE. Using (7.12) we find [c;] E R(M) such that 
llc; - (c + b:“)jI,; < Cc2. 
We take u1 E L:(M; su(2)) with 
i 
a1 I Ker d, 
d,u, (1) = bI 
and put g1 = exp( - ul ). Then 
11 c; - (gi”u + 6:“) [IL; < C’c3. 
We next decompose c; - gru and continue in the same way. Then lim,,,g,...g, converges 
to g in Lt+ ,-norm, and we have 
c’ - g*uo(Ker d,)’ 
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The proof of Lemma 7.11 is now complete. 
Next we prove the following analogy of [ 13, Lemma 9.11. 
LEMMA 7.13. Let M be a manqold satisfying (2.1). Then there exist E, 1 and C such that if 
d + a, is an su(2)-connection on M x [ - T, T] without dt-component, [c] E R(M), and if 
la, - cIL: < e (7.14.3) 
aa, - = *Fa, at (7.14.4) 
then there exists a gauge transformation g E 9[+ 1 (M) such that 
lg*a, - cIL: I Ce-“8’(‘). (7.15) 
Here j?=(t) = inf{T- t, T+ t}. 
Proof: The proof is a combination of the argument of the proof of [13, Lemma 9.11 and 
the lemmas we gave in this section. (In fact, the argument of the present paper is also 
necessary in the situation of [13]. What the author quoted as the “standard elliptic 
estimate”, in [ 133 just before Sublemma 9.8, should be Lemma 7.1 of this section.) (In order 
to simplify the notation, in this section we do not consider the perturbation of the equation. 
The argument o deal with the perturbation is the same as 1133.) First by using Lemma 7.11, 
we may assume 
a0 - c E (Ker d,)‘. 
We put u(t) = a, - c. Decompose it as u(t) = a(t) + p(t) with 
d,*a(t) = 0 
/I(t) = Im d,. 
Then we have 
II a(t) IIL:,, < C&T IIBWIL:,, < CE 
y = * d,a(t) - El (a(t), D(t)) 
(7.16.1) 
(7.16.2) 
(7.16.3) 
with 
a(0) = 0 (7.16.4) 
We decompose 
IIJW~~), B(t))llL: < C(lla(t)ll III,: + IIP(t)ll~,:)2e 
a(t) = a+(t) + a-(t) + so(t) 
(7.17) 
such that a + (t), a _ (t), a0 (t) belong to the subspace spanned by positive, negative, and zero 
eigenvectors of * d,, respectively. We put gi (t)= IIa* (t)IIL2(Mx[t-l,l+ll), W = 
P(t) II L*(MxIf-l,t+11) and R(t) = IIa0(t) + P(t)llL:cMxrt-l,t+ll,, 4 f (t) = 
L;(Mx[r-l,t+l])* We have h(0) = h(0) = 0. Then by (7.16) and (7.17) we have 
&+ 
- > As+ - 
dt - 
C(g- + h)(d- + fi) (7.18.1) 
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% I - Jig- + C(g+ + h)@+ + fi) (7.18.2) 
I I 
$ I C(g+ + g- + h)@+ + g- + R). (7.18.3) 
On the other hand, by Lemma 7.1 we have 
i 
h(t) I c 
( 
t&O) + suph(s) 
lSl<f > (7.19) 
&*(r)lC 
( 
&(O)+supg*(s) * 
lSl<f ) 
Now we can prove the following. 
SUBLEMMA 7.20. There exists p. > 0 such that if T26 < po, Tea < p. then (7.18), (7.19) 
and M-)), D * (0) < 6, fi(r), g + (r) < so imply 
i 
g+(t) I C(e-‘sra + 6) 
g_(t) 5 C(e-@“” + 6) 
h(t) 5 C(e-aBT(t) + 6). 
Proof: As in [13, Sublemma 9.81, we prove 
]hl I C(E” + ee-Aar(l) + 6) (7.21.2n) 
/g* 1 I C(E” + se-rBr(r) + 6) (7.22.2n. -t-) 
by an induction on n (n is a half integer). We assume (7.21.2n), (7.22.2n - 1. k). We put 
g+(r) = e -I(t-ro)g+ (r). 
Then by (7.18) and (7.19), we have 
se-i(T-ro) 2 g+(T) 
2 9+ (to) - 
s 
T 
Ce-““-‘O’(E” + Ee -A@r@) + S)(T@” + cc-h%(O) + 6) 
10 
+ E” + Ee - ABr(*) + 6) dt. 
Then (7.22.2n. +) follows. The other part of the induction is similar to the argument of [13, 
Section 91 and is omitted. (We remark that we need to use Lemma 7.11 again to replace 
c several times.) The proof of Lemma 7.13 is now complete. 
Now combining Lemmas 7.1,7.11 and 7.13 in a way similar to [ 13, Section 91, we obtain 
the following. 
LEMMA 7.23. There exists To, E, A such 
M x [ - T, T] without dt component, and if 
T> To 
that sf d + a, be an su(2)-connection on 
(7.24.1) 
!%*F 
at a’ 
(7.24.2) 
a4 II II - “Yp at L:,, < E (7.24.3) 
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then there exists [c] E R (M) and g E Y,, 1 (M) such that 
Ilg*at - ~11~: 5 Ce-ABT(f). 
Thus we have established the decay estimate we need in later sections. 
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(7.25) 
8. TAUBIW CONSTRUCTION 
In [20], Mrowka generalized Taubes’ (and other people’s) argument o the case when (in 
our terminology) the set R(M) is not necessarily discrete. In this section we first modify and 
apply his argument to our situation. We give a self-contained proof rather than quoting 
Mrowka since the function space we use is a bit different from Mrowka’s, our situation is 
different, and since Mrowka’s proof is available only in his thesis so far. We consider only 
the situation of Theorem 6.1 (the case of 4-manifold N with boundary M and a generic 
metric g on it.) The case of N = M x R and perturbed ASD equation are similar. 
Let N1 be a manifold satisfying the conditions for N in Theorem 6.1, and Nz be another 
Riemannian 4-manifold such that N2 minus a compact set is isometric to M x (- m , 0). We 
assume that the moduli spaces of ASD connections on N1, N2 satisfy the conclusion of 
Theorem 6.1. Then we have boundary maps 
II;,, :&(N,; Ri) + R,(M) 
IIf,N, :A(N,; Ri) + Ri(M). 
In a way similar to the proof of Theorem 6.1, we can prove that, for generic metrics on 
N1, Nz these two maps are transversal to each other. We patch N, - M x (T, co) and 
N2-Mx(-CD, - T) along M x {T} = M x { - T} and obtain N(T). 
PROPOSITION 8.1. For compact subsets KjE A! (Nj; Ri), j = 1,2, there exists To such that 
there exists a smooth embedding 
Bat:KI X&(M) K,x(T,, co)-+ TpT, d(N(T)). 
Proof: Let xj, xl, + , xj’, f : N(T) + [0, CO), xi, + : Nj + (0, CO) be maps such that 
( 
= 1 if x=(y,t), t<+iT-1 or xeN,--Mx(O,oo) 
xi,* (4 = 0 if x=(y,t), t> f$T+l or XEN~--Mx(- x1,0) 
E [0, l] always 
x;,* (x) = 1 - xi,* (x) 
i 
= 1 if x=(y,t), t< -S or xeN, - Mx(0, a$ 
x;(x) =o if x=(y,t), t> +S or XEN~-Mx(- co,O) 
E [0, l] always 
xi(x) = 1 - x;(x). 
Here S is a number which is sufficiently large but is sufficiently smaller than T. We fix 
S later: 
= 1 if x~Nr - Mx(TfiT- 1, co) 
x1,+ (4 = 0 if x=(y,t), t> T+iT+ 1 
E [0, l] always 
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= 0 if XEN~-MX(- co, -(TTiT+ 1)) 
x2,+ (4 = 1 if x=(y,t), t> -(TT:T-1) 
E[O, l] always 
= 1 if XEN,--Mx(O,co) or x=(y,t), cc -$T-1, 
x1(4 
i 
=o if xEN2-Mx(-co,O) or x=(y,t), tc -$T+l, 
E[O, l] always 
1 
= 1 if XEN~--Mx(-co,O) or x=(y,t), t> +$T+l 
x2(x) = 0 if XEN,-Mx(O,co) or x=(y,t), tc +$T-1 
E [0, l] always. 
Here and hereafter we regard 
N(T) = (N, - (M x CC a))) u (N2 - (M x (- ~0, - TN) 
=(N,-@4x(0, co)))u(N2-(Mx(-co,O)))uMx(-T,T) 
= (N, - (M x (2T, a))) u (N2 - W x (- ~0 ,W 
= (N, - (M x (0, co))) u (N2 - (M x (- co, - 2T))). 
NOW for [Aj, CZ]EA(M~, Ri), with UER~(M), we define A’(T)e.L(N(T)) by 
AI(X) if xEN,-Mx(O,co) or x=(y,t) t<-T+l 
A’(T)(x) = A2(x) if XEN,-Mx(- cc,O) or x=(y,t) t>T-1 
XI (x)A, (x) + x2 W42C4 
+ (1 - x1(x) - x2 (x)b 
If x~A4x(- T, T). 
Using the decay estimate of the last section, it is easy to see that this connection is almost 
ASD. Our purpose is to find an ASD connection in a neighborhood of this connection. The 
fundamental idea by Taubes is that one can do it if the second cohomology of the 
Atiyah-Hitchin-Singer complex for A’(T) vanishes. Let !Z?i,,(Nj), @(N(T)) be as in Sec- 
tion 6. (Since N(T) is compact, we need not perturb the norm using e, 6.) We consider the 
operator 
~A+‘(T)o(~A+‘(T))*:R~Z(N(T))~R~(N(T)). (8.3) 
We remark that Assumption 2.1 implies that the similar operators 
dz O(dA:)*:R~,6(Nj)j~~a(Nj) 
are surjective. The trouble here is that the first eigenvector of map (8.3) is not bounded away 
from 0 as T goes to infinity. So we need to change the norm. Let ed: N(T) --f [ 1, 00) be 
a smooth function such that 
i 
led(x, t) - e”‘+ “1 < 1, t 5 0 
l&(x, t) - e61rm “1 < 1, t 2 0 (g-4) 
and define the 11 ljj,d norm on @(N(T)) by 
1/#d = 
s 
ed i IV’U12dx. 
j=O 
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Next we define x: N(T) + [0, l] by 
1 if x=(y,t), tE[-T+2,T-21 
X(X) = 0 if x=(y,t), t#[--T+l,T-l] or xEN,-Mx(O,oo) 
or xgNz -Mx(-co,O) 
and put 
R!&= { (B,b) ;$(*))} 
I(& M&a = II b II& + II B - xb I&. 
LEMMA 8.5. There exists a positive number C independent of T such that for each 
u E@,(N(T)) there exists (B, b)EQj,,,, with the following properties: 
d&B = u, (8.51) 
II& WI,+,,,,, I C ll4lc.~. (8.5.2) 
Moreover, the map u H(B, b) is gauge invariant and smooth. 
Proof: We prove the lemma by a kind of alternative method. We put u1 = x;u, 
u2 = xiu. The sections ul, u1 have their supports on N1 - M x(2*, co) and 
N,-Mx(-oo, - 2T), respectively. Hence, we regard them as elements of C!f,,(Nj), 
(j = 1,2), respectively. By definition, we have 
Now the basic idea of the proof of Lemma 8.5 is the following. 
SUBLEMMA 8.6. (cf. [20]). For each (ul, u~)E$~(N~) xQ;,~(N~) there exist (B,, b)E 
St+l,d(N1, a) and (B,, b)EXPt+l,d(NZ, a) such that 
dA, Bj = Uj (8.6.1) 
II(Bj,b)ll~+1,~ s C(IIUI IIt,6 + Ilu~llt,~). (8.6.2) 
We remark here that the second component b coincides for j = 42. 
Proof: We consider a commutative diagram as shown in Fig. 6. 
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Here H is defined such that the third horizontal sequence is exact. By Assumption 2.1 the 
third vertical sequence is exact. We remark that the map in the fourth horizontal line is 
given by II; + II:. Hence, our transversality assumption implies that it is exact. Then 
a simple diagram chaise implies that the second vertical ine is exact. In other words, we can 
find (B,, b), (S,, b) satisfying (8.61). Then (8.62) is a consequence of open mapping theorem. 
We go back to the proof of Lemma 8.5. Let (B, , b), (B,, b) be as in Sublemma 8.6. We put 
b(‘) = b. 
B:“(x) 
i 
if xeN, - Mx(0, oo), 
B”‘(x) = 
B:“(x) if xtzN, - Mx(- co,O), 
XI, + (x)B:“(x) + x2. - W:%) if XEM x(- T,T). 
+ (1 - ~1, + (xl - x2, - Wb(l) 
We remark that the support of the section u - di B”’ is contained in the set 
(Mx(-)T- 1, -*T+ l))u(Mx(&T- l,*T+ 1)). Then we have 
IIB(“lle+~.a < Cllulka (8.7.1) 
Ilu-d,+B”‘II,,,< Ce-T’211ullb,a. (8.7.2) 
We next replace u by u - d,+ B(‘) to obtain (By’, bt2’). Then formula (8.7) and similar 
formulas imply that (xi2 1 By’, Cg 1 b”‘) converges to an element (Bj, b) of Z’j+ l,a(Nj, a) 
satisfying (8.5.1) if T is sufficiently large. Equation (8.7.2) and similar formulas imply that 
(Bj, b) satisfies (8.5.2). We remark that the constant in (8.5.2) is uniformly bounded when 
Al, A2 moves in a compact subset. By construction the connection (Bj, b) depends moothly 
on Aj, T and is gauge invariant. The proof of Lemma 8.5 is now complete. 
We now go back to the proof of Proposition 8.1. First we remark that Lemma 7.23 
implies the estimate 
provided we choose 6 sufficiently small compared to the constant J in Lemma 7.23. We 
regard XT. FA+fT, as sections on Nj and put uy ’ = x; . F,:,) ( j = 1,2). Then we apply Lemma 
8.5 to obtain (By’, b”‘). Let x;’ be a cut function on Nj such that 
1 
= 1 if xEN,-Mx(O,oo) or x=(y,t), t<T-S 
X;‘(x) =o if x = (y, t), t < T + S 
l [0, l] always 
i 
= 1 if xeN2-Mx(- ~0~0) or x=(y,t), t> -T+S 
x;“(x) =o if x = (y, t), t < - T - S 
E [0, l] always. 
We regard xy. By’ as su(2)-valued l-forms on N(T) and put A(‘) = x;‘.B:” + x;“. By’. 
Then we have 
We repeat he same procedure to obtain A”‘. Then limj, a, A”’ converges in L:, lot topology 
to an ASD connection Bat(Al, AZ, T). Furthermore, we can prove easily that the map 
(A,, A,) ++Sat(Al, A2, T) is C’-close to the identity map (if we put L?,,,,-norm in the 
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target space.) On fij (N(T)) we define a norm 11 11di1,2 by 
1141d;1,2 = tIUIIL;Lt(N(T)) + I~UliL:(Mx[-T,T1,~ 
LEMMA 8.10. For each VEQ!(N(T)) and WjE TLA,l(JZ(Ni)), we have 
lI~~~*(wI, w2) - d~eL(Al,A*)(U)IlC;lr2 ’ &‘lI~~~*(wI, w2) - ds,L(A,.A2)(U)IIC;1,2 
for T > To. Here E is a positive number independent of T. 
The proof is omitted. In fact, the proof is much simpler than that of [13], since here the 
connection on M x [-- T, T] is irreducible. 
Now combining formula 8.9 and Lemma 8.10 we can prove that the map is an 
embedding. (The argument o prove this is exactly the same as in [13] and is omitted.) See 
also the proof of Proposition 9.3. 
9. COMPACTIFICATION OF MODULI SPACES 
In this section we combine the results of the last two sections and study the compactifi- 
cation of the moduli spaces of ASD connections. The argument is parallel to one in [13] and 
hence we describe only the outline. First we recall that we studied the case of 4-manifold 
with boundary and with generic metric on it, in last section. But the results can be 
generalized to the case of M x R and R-invariant perturbation by a minor change (see, for 
example, [13]). We state the conclusion here. First we consider the case when M is 
a homology sphere. 
PROPOSITION 9.1. Let A 5 Ri and B c Rk be open subsets. Define &(M; A, Rj), 
&(M; Rj, B) as in Section 2. For compact subsets K1 E &(M; A, Rj), K2 E Jl(M; Rj, B) there 
exists To such that there exists a smooth embedding 
~~L:KI x,,o,K, X(TII, ~0) -+ J(M; Ri, Rk), 
provided a transversality condition for boundary maps is satisfied. 
Hereafter in this section, we always assume appropriate transversality conditions for 
moduli spaces and boundary maps without mentioning it. Now we need to define the 
following (cf. [S, 131). 
Definition 9.2. Let K1 EJZ(N; Rj), K~E./~(M; Rj, B) be compact subsets and 
E, T, C > 0. We say that AE&(N; B) is a standard model of type (K,, K1; T, C, E) if there 
exists [Aj] E Kj, S > T, and [A’] = [A], CC] E Rj, [c’] E B with the following properties. 
Define embeddings II:N-Mx[O,co)+N, Z,:Mx[-T,T]+N by 1,(x)=x, 
Zz(x, t) = (x, t + S). Then we have 
IIIj*(A’) - AjII,l < E (9.2.1) 
(IA’-cllck(x,t)< Cexp(-d(t,(O,S- T})/C) on Mx[O,S- T] (9.2.2) 
IIA’-c’Ilct(x,t)<Cexp(-d(t,S+T)/C) onMx[S+T,w). (9.2.3) 
Now an application of the results of last section and the argument in [ 123 (see also [ 131) 
is the following: 
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PROPOSITION 9.3. For each compact K1 E&(N; Rj), Kz EJZ(M; Rj, B) there exist 
E, T, C > 0 such that if AEJZ(N; B) is a standard model of type (K,, K1; T, C, E) then A is 
gauge equivalent to an image of the map 9aL (which is defined in the same way as Yat in last 
section). 
Proof (sketch). Let [Aj] E Kj be as in Definition 9.2. We may replace A by A’. Then by 
(9.2.2) and the construction of the map Pat we have 
11 A’ - Pat(A1, AZ; S) lick (x, t) < Cexp( - d(t, (0) u {S - T, S + T})/C). 
We join A’ and Baat(A1 AZ; S) by a path in the set of connections on N. Then using the 
construction of the last section again we can project this path to a short path in the set of 
ASD connections. It induces a path e in &(N; B). On the other hand, the dimension 
counting (based on the Index theorem) and the construction of Pat imply BaL is of 
maximal rank. Hence, local contractibility of JzY(N; B) implies that Pad is a diffeomor- 
phism on a set with fixed small size. It follows that the path / is lifted to K1 x K2 x CT,,, 00) 
(since one side of its boundary, Pat(A1 AZ; S), is lifted and the path is short). Therefore, the 
other end A’ is also contained in the image of Bat. The proof is now complete. 
In a similar way we can define standard models in case K(E A(M; R,, R, + ,), 
e = 2, 3,..., n (the case n = 2 is Definition 9.2). A proposition similar to 9.3 holds for them. 
Next we remark that the decay estimate of Section 7 implies the following. 
COROLLARY 9.4. For each compact subsets K1 E&(N; Rj), Kz E.~(M; Rj, B) and 
E, T, C > 0, there exists E’, T’ > 0 with the following properties. Dejne I;: M x 
[ - T’, T’] + N as in Definition 9.2 using S’ > T’. 
Suppose that there exists [Aj] E Kj, [A’] = [A] satisfying (9.2.1) and 
II FA, Ilck t) < E 
on M x [0, S’ - T’] u [S + T, co). Then A is a standard model of type (K,, K2; C, E). 
Now based on Corollary 9.4 and Proposition 9.3, we can use Uhlenbeck’s principle and 
a standard argument with stratified sets (as in [13]) to establish Theorem 9.5. We put 
%‘A(N; Rj) = 4?(N; Ri,)u IJ JZ(N; Ri,)Xnc,... X,“A(M; Ri., Rj). 
il <... <in 
THEOREM 9.5. %&(N; Rj) has a structure of orbijold with corners such that _&(N; Rj) is 
its interior and UiJZ(N; Ri) XR, &(M; Ri, Rj) is its codimension one boundary. Furthermore, 
for each A, .k(N; Rj; A) is relatively compact in %?&(N; RI). 
We omit the details of proof of Theorem 9.5, since it is essentially the same as the proof 
of [13, Theorem 7.11, using the results we have already established. 
It is easy to see that the proofs of Theorems 2.5 and 3.4 are the same as that of Theorem 
9.5. Similar statements are used in Part I (for example in Section 4.) The proof of these also 
goes in a similar way. 
Thus, we established the analytic results we assumed in Part I, except Lemma 4.5. The 
proof of Lemma 4.5 also goes along the same line. But we need to study also the case when 
M = Sz x S ’ and is not a homology sphere. This case is a bit different since we need to deal 
with reducible connections a bit more seriously. 
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We consider a complete Riemannian 4-manifold N such that N minus a compact set is 
isometric to the direct product S2 x S’ x (0, co). (In fact, we consider the case when N may 
have other ends. But since the boundary condition we put on the other end is the same as 
the one in previous discussions, we omit mentioning them for a moment.) The set 
R+ (S2 x S ‘) of the flat connections on S2 x S 1 is identified with the closed interval [0, 11; 
here 0 is identified with the trivial connection. We consider a neighborhood of 0. Fix a point 
P,,on S2xS’ and put 
Y0(S2 x S’) = {gE@(S’ x S’)ldeg g = 0, g(pO) = l}. 
For sufficiently large ! the intersection ~3~. 0 (S2 x S ’ ) = ‘3, (S2 x S ’ ) n YO (S 2 x S ’ ) is 
a closed subgroup of $/(S2 x S’). The quotient of R”(S2 x S’) c &JS2 x S’) (the set of all 
flat connections on S2 x S’) by Qd+l(S2 x S’) is diffeomorphic to SU(2) = S3 on which 
SU(2) z ‘3/(S2 x S’)/Yl,0(S2 x S’) acts by conjugation. The inverse image in SU(2) = S3 
of a neighborhood, U of 0 E [0, l] = R+ (S2 x S ’ ), is identified with a neighborhood of north 
pole. This neighborhood is diffeomorphic to D3, the three-dimensional disk. We fix and 
choose an SU(2)-invariant lift h: D3 + dc(S2 x S’) to the inclusion h:D3 + SU(2) = S3. 
We may assume that h(O) is the zero connection. Now by a simple modification of the proof 
of Lemma 7.11 we can prove the following. 
LEMMA 9.6. There exists a positive number E such that if c~Im h, aEd(S2 x S’), 
11 c - a [IL; < E, then there exists c’ E Im h and g E s/,0 (S2 x S ‘), such that 
11 c - c’ llL; < CE (9.6.1) 
c’ - g*ao(Ker d,,)‘. (9.6.2) 
The proof is omitted since it is identical to the proof of Lemma 7.11. For XE D2, we fix 
a connection ,4,6&,(N) which coincides with h(x) outside a compact subset. We may 
assume that A, depends smoothly on x. Now as in Section 2 we define 
dJN; U)= {Ad(N,su(2)@A\‘(N))l3x~U A,-Ad&}. 
Let .,&l,a(N; U) be the set of all ASD connections in &‘,,,(N; U), and let &!ta(N; U) be the 
set of all irreducible connections in kt,a(N; U). We consider two types of gauge groups 
acting on them: 
g:,,(N) = {g~~(Wl3u~@agew(- 4 = g+ l> (9.7.1) 
g[,,(N) = {gE~(N)l3uEQ& tESU(2), gexp(- 4 = St}. (9.7.2) 
Here gt is a gauge transform on N which coincides with t E SU(2) outside a compact subset 
in N. We put 
d/,a(N; U) z ic,a(N; U)/gl,,(N) 
J&,a(N; U) g kl,d(N; U)/%,a(N). 
We define J?Td(N; U) and .,#zd(N; U) in a similar way. Clearly, SO(J) acts on J?zd(N; U) 
such that the quotient is &zd(N; U). We perform the same construction in a neighborhood 
of the south pole. The construction in a neighborhood of the other point is simpler. Thus, 
we construct the diagram as shown in Fig. 7. 
We remark here that using Fig. 7 we can easily generalize Theorem 6.1 to our situation. 
Namely, for generic metric on N the moduli space Ata( it,d(N) and the map D’ are 
smooth. 
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To perform Taubes’ construction we need to lift the map Aza(N) -+ [0, l] locally to 
SU(2). Namely we take a sufficiently fine open covering Ui 6 = A’&(N). Then, since the 
principal SU(2)-fibration kzd(N) + A&(N) is trivial on 5 it follows that we can con- 
struct the lift I/; + SU(2). We can furthermore lift this map to 
cpi:~+dc(s2xs1). 
Next we take another manifold N’ such that N’ minus a compact set is isometric to 
S2 x S’ x [0, co). (We use only the case when N’ z S2 x D2 or D3 x S’ in the proof of 
Lemma 4.5.) We define J#(,~(N’) and lI/ is the similar way. By patching N and N’ along 
S2 x S’ we obtain a family of manifolds N(T). Now in the same way as Section 8 we can 
construct maps 
9adi.T: vi X st~c~,Af,a(N’) + At(N(T)) 
for T > TO (here we use lifts 6 + SU(2), pi: Vi + dL(S2 x S’)). Note that we do not divide 
the second factor J?[,~(IV’) by the SU(2) action. By a dimension counting based on index 
theorem, we find that the dimensions of v x sUC2) A?~,~(N’) and .M/(N(T)) coincides with 
each other. Now we need the following analogue of Lemma 8.10. 
LEMMA 9.8. For each VE#(N(T)), and WE TrA1(&?(N)), W’E TIA,](JZ(N’)) we haoe 
II~at*(w, w’) - db44~~j(u)II~: 1,2 > 8’ II~aJ,(W W’)IL; 1.2 
for T > TO. Here E is a positive number independent of T. 
Proof(sketch). Since the proof is almost the same as the one in [13], we only give an 
outline of the proof (In fact, the proof is simpler since one of the connections A is assumed 
to be irreducible.) 
Suppose that the lemma is false. Then there exists a sequence 6 + co, Uiy and w, w’, A, A’ 
such that (w, w’) # (0,O) and that 
II”jllC+I:1,2 < c (9.9.1) 
IIpat*(w, w’) - d~,,(A,A’)(4ll/; 1,2 -0. (9.9.2) 
Then we use Eq. (9.9.2) on S2 x S’ x [- Ti, Ti] and find s c su(2) such that (s - ui( converges 
uniformly to 0 on S2 x S 1 x R by taking a subsequence if necessary. Therefore, by taking 
a subsequence if necessary, the restriction of ui to N converges to an element u of 
i2y.i (N) = {u Isu(2)-valued functions on N 3s E su(2) II u - u, 111,6 < co > 
and that d_,,u = w. Here u, is an su(2)-valued function on N such that u, coincides with 
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s outside a compact subset of N. Then the irreducibility of A implies that u = w = 0. It, in 
particular, implies s = 0. It follows that the restrictions of ui to N’ converges to an element 
U’ of @,(N’) such that d,,u’ = w’. Therefore, by the definition, we have u’ = w’ = 0. This is 
a contradition. 
We can use Lemma 8.10 in a way similar to [13] to prove that the maps 9ati.T are 
embeddings and its images covers A(N(T)). 
Now we are in the position to complete the proof of Lemma 4.5. Let X, 8 be as in there. 
Define a metric on N = X - G such that N minus a compact set is isometric with 
S2 x S ’ x [O, a). Here we consider the case when N has other end than S2 x S 1 x [O, a). 
We put the boundary condition tl there. The definition and the argument go in exactly the 
same way. Since 01 is irreducible, we have JY~~(N) = JZ~,~(N). 
Now we first patch N with O3 x S’ (then we get X again). In our situation the 
component of J(03 x S ‘) in question consists of flat connections (one can prove this fact 
by dimension counting). Hence, &?(03 x S ‘) g SU(2) and II” is the identity. Therefore, we 
can identify Ji?cfa(N) = JZ[,~(N) with JZ/,~(X). 
Next we patch N with S2 x D2. (Then we obtain the manifold X’ in Lemma 4.5.) Again 
&?(S2 x 02) consists of flat connection. In this case, &?(S2 x 0’) is a point, which is mapped 
to the north pole by IIe. Hence, ,a;//,,(X’) concides with the inverse image of 0 
of IT:&,,,(N)-+ [0, 11. By identifying &Y?,(N) = JZ~,~(N) with JY(,~(X) the map 
IT:JZ[,~(N) + [0, l] coincides with the holonomy map along our curve L. The proof of 
Lemma 4.5 is now completed. 
Thus we proved all analytic results we assumed in Part I. 
May be various arguments of Part II can be generalized to more general situations. It is 
the author’s desire to puruse this line and find a general relation between surgery and 
moduli spaces of ASD connections. Our Lemma 4.5 is a small step in this direction. But the 
general problem is still very difficult. Especially for codimension 2 surgery, it seems that one 
should develop quite different kinds of techniques, which are not yet well understood. 
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